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House lawmakers
haft Thursday's
special session
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Gov. Ernie Fletcher blames
the House's decision to adjourn
the special session he called on
partisan politics. But state Rep.
Melvin Henley crossed party
lines and voted with the
Democratic majority, saying the
extra days in Frankfort were too
expensive.
While the Senate continued
with its business of assigning
the five proposals on the governor's agenda to committees for
hearings, the House concluded a
heated debate with a 56-34 vote
to adjourn.
Henley, the lone Republican
supporting ending business in
the House, said the primary reason for his vote was the $60,000
daily cost of the special session.
"It was going to pass to
adjourn anyway. I felt like most
of the constituents at home did
not like the special session
because of the cost of the taxpayer," Henley said in a telephone interview Thursday
evening. "... It came to a complete surprise to me. I thought,
well, the majority of the people
who had contacted me were
against having the session
because of the cost, so 1 felt like
1 needed to represent the majority of people at home'
A tax incentive package to
lure a $3 billion coal-to-fuel
plant to Kentucky was among

the 67 items included in the
governor's proposals. Fletcher
has called the energy proposal
the primary reason for calling
legislators back to Frankfort.
Peabody Energy Corp. officials have said the tax incentives
are critical for them to locate a
plant that would convert coal to
synthetic natural gas. The company also is considering Indiana
and Illinois.
"They took a cheap political
shot at me and 4 million people," Fletcher said in a telephone interview with the Ledger
& Times on Thursday evening.
-They are ignoring an invest- 1
ment of billions of dollars and
thousands of jobs — all for ;
petty partisan politics."
The governor, who is in the
middle of a re-election campaign, also wanted legislators to
consider new capital projects
and revisit projects that were
vetoed from the budget last year.
Some would
paid for by the
local institutions while the state
would fund others.
For Murray State. these projects included the replacement of
Franklin College and renovation
of the Curris Center and
Thoroughbred Room. Even
though the university would
make the bond payments for
both of those projects, they still
need state approval. The gover-
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Shots reported fired at
Musharraf's plane in
assassination attempt
By MUN1R AHMAD
Associated Press Writer
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)
— Shots were fired after
President
Gen.
Pervez
Musharraf's plane took off from
a military base on Friday in
what one official described as a
failed assassination attempt.
"It was an unsuccessful effort
by miscreants to target the president's plane." a senior security
official told The Associated
Press on condition of anonymity
because he is not authorized to
speak on the record. "They fled
quickly, and our security agencies are still investigating."
Security forces quickly surrounded a house in Rawalpindi.
a garrison city south of the capital. Three other officials told
the AP that two anti-aircraft
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guns and a light machine gun
were found on the rooftop.
The senior security official
said Musharraf was aboard the
plane at the time, although he
insisted that the president was
not within the range of the
attackers' weapons.
Television footage from an
overlooking building showed a
large gun pointed skyward next
to a satellite dish as security
officials rushed around. It was
unclear if the gun had been
fired.
The house lies under the flight
path of the main runway used by
both the Chaklala Air Base and
the
adjoining
Islamabad
International Airport. Passenger
Jets thundered overhead as
police and soldiers swarmed the
area.
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teacher
recognized

TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times
Ronnie Sivells, Kentucky Baptist Convention church development strategist, left: Bro. Tim
Cole, Blood River Baptist Association Director of Missions, center; and Wayne Horton pose
with a journal kept by former First Baptist minister Harvey Boyce Taylor. Horton presented the
journal to Cole, who gave it to KBC Monday.

Pastor's old journal donated
to state Baptist association
By TOMMY DILLARD

Staff Writer
When Nick Horton bought
the house at 311 North Fifth
Street in 1969, he got much
more than just four walls and a
roof; he got a piece of Murray
history.
Inside the house, Horton and
his family found an old journal,
the pages yellowed with age
and filled with hard-to-decipher
cursive writing. The writing
appeared to be scholarly notes
taken from a comprehensive
study of the Bible. The journal
started at Genesis, found its way
to the Psalms and ended up in
the New Testament. The date on
the inside cover said '95 ...
1895, that is.
Turns out the journal
belonged to Harvey Boyce
Taylor, former pastor at First
Baptist Church and visionary
minister credited with the idea

II See Page 2A
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TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times
Former First Baptist minister Harvey Boyce Taylor recorded
his thoughts and notes in this journal - dating back to 1895 recently presented to the Kentucky Baptist Convention. The
KBC will display the manuscript at its Louisville headquarters
and preserve it on microfilm. Taylor was instrumental in envisioning the Cooperative Program.

Murray's Sims takes part in
mission trip for Operation Smile
NORFOLK, Va. - Actress, model and
Murray native Molly Sims joined musician Benj
Gershman and Canadian-born actor Justin
Chatwin on an international Operation Smile medical mission to Lima, Peru, to assist children born
with facial deformities. The mission, which took
place May 24-June I. included a team of more
than 40 medical and non-medical volunteers.
As new celebrity Smile Ambassadors, Sims,
Gershman and Chatwin join a growing roster of
artists and celebrities helping to raise awareness of
the work Operation Smile does to treat children
around the world suffering with cleft lips, cleft
palates and other facial deformities. The list
includes Jessica Simpson, Roma Downey, Mark
Burnett, Billy Bush. Vanessa and Donald Trump
Jr., Melanie Dunea, and Nigel Parry.
Operation Smile. headquartered in Norfolk.
Va., is a worldwide children's medical charity
whose network of global volunteers are dedicated
to helping improve the health and lives of children
and young adults. Since its founding, Operation
Smile has treated more than 100,000 children born
with cleft lips, cleft palates and other facial deformities.
In addition to contributing free medical treatment. Operation Smile trains local medical proles-
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Photo by Operation Smile
Murray native, model and actress Molly Sims
holds Renzo during a mission trip to Peru for
Operation Smile.

FRANKFORT,
Twenty-one public preschool
teachers have received 2006-07
Classroom
of Excellence
Awards from the Kentucky
Department of Education. The
presentations were recently
made at the Early Childhood
Summer Institute in Louisville.
Crystal Jones of the Calloway
County Preschool was among
the winners.
Classroom of Excellence
award winners will host visitors,
network with other early childhood professionals, serve
as mentors to
potential
awardees and
submit
an
annual report,
according to
Lisa Gross of
the Kentucky
Department of
Jones
Education.
Jones has been at the
Calloway County Preschool for
four years. She teaches three.
and four-year-old students.
Jones said it was a really hard
process and she was thankful to
be a part of it. "I'm very proud
to be a recipient of this award.
It's something we wanted to do
to continue to provide the best
for our students," she remarked.
"She is a wonderful and dedicated teacher. We are very
proud of her achievement in
receiving this award," commented Jason Scarbrough,
administrator at the preschool.
"I am very pleased that she has
received this award. Her classroom is an example of how
every classroom here at the preschool operates. The teachers
and staff here work as a team
and I am proud of each and
every faculty and staff member
here at the Calloway County
Preschool, and I am proud of
what they do for the district's
three- and four-year-olds. There
is no doubt we help our students
and prepare them to transition to
Calloway's fine elementary program."
The Classroom of Excellence
initiative was introduced by the
Department
Kentucky
of
Education last summer. The
intent of the program is to recognize exemplary preschool
classrooms. Teachers apply to
the program voluntarily. The
process is quite rigorous, and it
takes a big commitment by the
teacher and entire staff for them
to be successful. The process
takes an entire school year. The
award holds no financial incentives. It is designed to encourage
teachers to strive for teaching
excellence in pre-K by simply
challenging them to uphold very
high standards. This was the
first year of the program, once
teachers receive the recognition
it remains in place for five
years, Scarbrough explained.
"Crystal and the rest of the
staff worked very hard as we
went through the process which
included several assessment
pieces and site visits as well.
One of main focuses of the
process was to demonstrate how

•See Page 2A
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More costly
than special
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the commonwealth. It does not necessarily rejle(t the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. Ernie Fletcher's call
today for a special session of the General Assembly seems little more than a political stunt
designed to boost the governor's reelection effort
Fletcher claims a special session is urgently
needed in order to pass an energy bill offering
incentives to alternative-fuel plants, specifically
coal-to-liquid operations. Otherwise, he says, Kentucky will lose its "seat at the table" when competing against other states trying to lure such
companies.
"Precious little evidence supports Fletcher's call
for a special session that would commit taxpayers to an expensive wager on the alternative-fuel
race," said Chris Derry, president of the Bluegrass Institute, Kentucky's free-market think tank.
"That is, unless the wager is a political one in
which the governor simply wants more fodder
for his reelection campaign."
The coal-to-liquid procedure as a viable fuel
process has yet to be practically realized, and no
guarantee exists that such energy companies
would choose to produce in Kentucky even if
incentives were offered.
Letters from potential companies released by
the governor to support his call for a special
session contain no assurances that the commonwealth would actually win the race for a new
alternative-energy plant.
Besides, the governor was nowhere to be
found when lawmakers debated alternative-energy
incentives during the regular session earlier this
year. Why the sudden interest?
Fletcher's announcement today indicates he
will use the special session to restore funding for
$370 million in bonded projects vetoed from last
year's debt-ridden budget and approve spending
for a host of additional projects.
The governor's political advisers apparently
have convinced him that funding these projects
and gambling Kentuckians' hard-earned tax dollars on unwarranted alternative-fuel ventures will
boost his reelection chances. Taxpayers who vote
may reach a different conclusion.
—The Bluegrass Institute
for Public Policy Solutions

Bush: Patience, please, about Iraq

By DEB RIECHMANN
Associated Press Writer
MARTINSBURG. W.Va.
(API — Burdened by sagging
polls and an unpopular war.
President Bush sought a
friendly audience on the
Fourth of July to deliver a
patriotic, gung-ho speech
about supporting U.S. troops
and sticking it out in Iraq.
He didn't have to go far
-- just a 33-minute helicoptci
nde from the White House
— to find an amiable audience at the Air National
Guard in West Virginia.
**Victory in this struggle
will require more patience,
mote courage. and more sacnflee.- Bush told the guardsmen and their fiunilies in a
half-hour speech in a cavernous aircraft maintenance
hangar at the 167th Airlift
Wing.
-If we were to +fit ION
before the job is done, the
terrorists we are fighting
MTh
would not declare victory and
lay down their OM. They
would follow us here.That line played well with
the crowd.
-Whether we should have
gone in or not is another
matter. but we need to supState Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky 40601
port our troops." said Ronald
Room 329J. Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181
Wayne Taylor. a retired
melvin henley0Irc ky gov
with the 167th.
colonel
State Sen. Ken Winters (R-Murray)
-There's no question about it
40601
Ky
rt,
Frankfo
Legislative Offices Capitol Annex
we need to stay and finish
1-800-372-7181
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United States will not stand
by and wait for another

AP
before
and
uced
introd
being
after
President Bush waves
to
speaking to members of the military during his visit
on
Wing
Airlift
167th
West Virginia Air National Guard
Independence Day in Martinsburg. W.V.
of "Hoo-rah." Bush said.
the 1,4)...
This moment when the terIndeIt was Bush's fotuth
rorists are sutTenng from the
pendence Day trip to West
weight of successive blows is
\ II p 111.1, .1 stale he earned in
the time to call retreat."
not
the past trio presidential elmThat echoed his speech on
Ripley.
to
was
first
His
tion.s.
July 4. 2005 in Morgantown.
W.Va. in 2002.
W.Va.. when he exclaimed:
Since the U.S.-led invasion
The proper response is not
nt
preside
the
of Iraq in 2003,
It is courage."
retreat.
has struck similar chords in
like this year. Bush
Just
nation's
the
on
s
his speeche
the Fourth of July
on
talked,
birthday.
2004 in Charleston, W.Va..
Last year in Fort Bragg.
about fighting the battle
N.C., where members of the
against extremists abroad "so
e
Airborn
greetn
Divisio
g2nd
we do not have to face them
ed him with bellowing chants

attack or trust in the restraint
and good intentions of evil
men."
A small anti-war demonstration was beginning in
Charleston as Bush defended
his decision in January to
send 28,0(X) more U.S. troops
to Iraq to tamp down the
violence and encourage the
Iraqis to reach political agreements among Shiites, Sunnis
and Kurds.
The war, in its fifth year,
has claimed the lives of more
than 3.580 U.S. military men
and women. The offensive in
Baghdad and areas to the
north and south has boosted
Amencan casualties, although
the number of bombings and
shootings has fallen in the
city in recent days.
"It's a tough fight. but I
wouldn't have asked those
troops to go into harm's way
if the fight was not essential
to the security of the United
States of America." Bush
said.
About 2,000 people. including members of the 167th
Airlift Wing and their families
were invited to the event.

Fred Thompson's strength is his style
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And on July 4, 2003, a

Roninei- Anil Jolai McCain mix it up
taking questions from %titers and
fleshing out their presidential agrisLis
Not Thompson
His stump speech consists of broad
conservative themes, talk of bipartisanship
and commentary on MUM of the day. hot
it largely lacks any vision for the future
if the (Aviary He deflects question, on
what a Thompson presidency would look
like and demurs when pressed for specific
propisals for how in us the notion's ills
1k opines on AM topics, hum taxes to
irrnwi%m, in online CniUMm and on his

By Liz Sidod
‘1eb site. usually

without

being chal-

lenged
AA.. say he has

plenty of tune to
his vision, and internal policy dis-

v.ussions
starting

arc occumng Yet. Thompson is
to feel the heat of the presidential

rag. C
ed with questions about where he
stands on abortion. he cites a Natii
Right to Life erkkwsement in his 1444
Senate race and brags. "I was ranked 100
percent on abortion-related issues.- But the
group gave him A less-than-perfect score
in subsequent sears. and a PturiLl \kite
Smart candidate questionnaire from 1994
indicated that he hacked abortion nghts in
the firm tninestei
Thompson also has been forced to
defend his lobby ing career amid questions
about some of his clients, including
deposed Haitian Presick-nt Jean-Bcrtrand
Aristide
In response to such inquines. Thomp
son told reporters "Nobody yet has pounted out .in ol my clients that didn't
deserve representation" That kind of statement is not likely to deter reporters freirn
looking more closely any more than it did
in 1987 when Gory Hart dared people to
investigate him amid allegations of *Ian-

denng. The), did and he ended up withdrawing from the race for a time when
an extramantal relationship was discovered
Thompson also has had to deal with a
few unforced errots. Lau week, he felt the
need to clanfy a remark he made while
cnuctring the failed immigration overhaul
bull in the Senate. He bemoaned illegal
inumgratxin from ('uha and elsewhere, and
said: "I don't imagine they're coming here
to bring greetings from Castro. We're living in the era of the suitcase bomb."
A day later, he posted an explanation
on his Web site. Democrats a_ssailed him
for not understanding Cuban-Americans
So far, the vc-runny and stumbles don
appear to he hurting him.
Thlimpson hackers credit what they call
his Ronald Reagan-like style with his
quick nsc to the top tier in polls and
argue that he'll have staying power
because of it.
They describe Thompson as having a
laid-back. guy-next-door nature that puts
people at ease amund him. At the same
time, they note he can be a commanding
presence with his imposing 6-foot-5 frame.
his unmistakable deep voice and his
straight-talking way.
-He projects common sense to the
complex plobleon of Washington:" said
Michael Thompson. a South Camlina gate
representative who is not related to
Thompson
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Mrs. Dorothy (Dot) Virginia Dill Meeks, 75, Sharpe community,
died Wednesday, July 4, 2007, at 2:38 p.m. at Western
Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
She was an assistant to Dr. Ted Myre at the Surgical Group
of
Paducah and was a billing clerk for Drs. Chaney, Clark and Hayden.
She had been a member of Southland Baptist Temple for more
than
40 years. She and her husband taught the Ambassador's Class for
more than 25 years and she was active in the rest home
ministry.
Born May 25, 1932, in Paducah, she was the daughter of the late
William Thomas Dill and Gertrude Young Dill Gossett. Also preceding her in death were her stepfather, Worthy Gossett;
one sister,
Carlean White; and two brothers, Bud Dill and Eddie Dill.
Survivors include her husband, James(Pete) Meeks, to whom she
had been married for 56 years; two sons, Rick Meeks and
wife.
Beverly, Paducah, and Jim Meeks, Sarasota, Ha.; two sisters, Mrs.
Geneva Evans, Sharpe, and Mrs. Joann Bell, Lone Oak; one brother, William Thomas Dill, Paducah; five grandchildren, Dr. Natalie
Meeks Ballen and husband, Dr. John Ballert, Charlottesville, Va.,
Landen Meeks and Jillian Meeks, both of Paducah, and Peter Meeks
and Lexi Meeks, both of Kirksey; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Milner and
Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. Dr. Harold Council and Rev. Jimmy
Franks will officiate. Burial will follow in the Maplelawn Park
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m.
today (Friday). Tributes
may
be
left
online
at
www.milnerandorr.com.

Mrs. Mahalie Williams Cross
l'he funeral for Mrs. Mahalie Williams Cross will be Saturday at
I p.m. at St. Bethlehem Baptist Church, Pembroke. Rev. Roland
Butler will officiate. Burial will follow in the Pembroke Union
Cemetery. Visitation will be at Gamble Funeral Home, Hopkinsville,
from 5 to 7 p.m. today (Friday).
Mrs. Cross, 84, Poplar Street, Murray, died Saturday. June 30,
2007, at 2:47 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A homemaker, she was a member of Edgefield Baptist Church, Pembroke,
and of the church choir and missionary society. Her husband, Tinner
Cross, preceded her in death. Born Jan. 28, 1923, in Pembroke, she
was the daughter of the late James Walter Williams and Katie Pettus
Williams. Survivors include two sons, Donnie Cross and James
Cross, both of Sayetteville. N.C.; three daughters, Mrs. Gladys
Harris and husband, Ernest, and Mrs. Matlene Perry and husband,
Ordrain, all of Murray, and Ruby Cross, Oak Grove; one sister, Mrs.
Estella Robertson, Indianapolis, Ind.; one stepsister, Mrs. Molly
Butler, Pembroke; 17 grandchildren; 20 great-grandchildren; seven
great-great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Hope Betty Fussner

jl

The funeral for Mrs. Hope Betty Fussner will be Saturday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Titzer Family Funeral Home, Meyer Chapel,
Evansville, Ind. Pastor Karen Husby will officiate. Burial will follow in the Sunset Memorial Park Cemetery. Visitation will be at the
funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Friday) and after 9 a.m.
Saturday. Online condolences may be made at www.titzerfuneralhomes.com.
Mrs. Fussner, 74, Evansville, died Tuesday, July 3, 2007, at St.
Mary's Medical Center, Evansville. She was retired from Bristol
Myers. Born Dec. 4. 1932, in Providence, Ky., she was the daughter of the late John Hanson Gammon and Velma Kleiman Gammon
Kuntz. Survivors include five sons, Tim J. Fussner and wife.
Beverly, and Kip J. Fussner, all of Evansville, Clint J. Fussner and
wife. Earika, Gary F. Fussner and wife, Bridget, and Brett J. Fussner
and wife, Amy, all of Newburgh. Ind.; one daughter, Mrs. Lori E.
Hancock and husband, Stan. Dale, Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Rosemary
Kennedy and husband, Kalley. Evansville; one brother. John
Gammon and wife, Oretha, Murray, Ky.; 12 grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren: three nieces; one nephews.
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A graveside service for Ronnie Linn Fortner will be today
(Friday) at 2 p.m. at the Kirksey Cemetery. Rev. John Denham will
officiate. Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home after noon
today. Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of contributions to defray final expenses, c/o Imes-Miller Funeral Home, 311N. Fourth St, Murray. Ky., 42071.
Mr. Fortner, 44, Coach Estates, Murray, died Tuesday. July 3.
2007. at 6:30 p.m. at his home. He was a member of Scotts Grove
Baptist Church and was born Dec. 22, 1962. Preceding him in death
were two sons, Malachi Linn Fortner and Jason Linn Fortner; his
paternal grandparents. William and Alma Fortner, and his maternal
grandparents. Ocus and Lottie Lawrence. Survivors include his
mother, Mrs. Glenda Peppel. Murray; his father. Arnold Former,
Kuttawa; former wives, Rita Fortner, Murray. and Melonie Craig,
Paris, Tenn.; two sons. Josh Fortner and wife, Tauryannah. Paris,
and Devin Fortner. Murray; one daughter, LaShea Former. Murray;
one sister. Mrs. Theresa Sue Erpelding. Central City.
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No services for Gabriella Rose Eldridge are scheduled at this
time. Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Gabriella Rose Eldridge, infant, was stillborn on Monday, July 2,
2007, at 7:44) p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Survivors
include her parents. Michael and Amber Hill Eldridge, Ky. 94 West,
Murray; her grandparents, Mrs. Sherry Hill and Michael and Karen
Eldridge. all of Murray: her great-grandparents. Dorothy McGee
and Dee and Honie Eldridge. all of Murray. and Jay and Shirley
Krech, Hardin. Preceding her in death were her grandfather, Parvin
Hill, and her great-grandparents, Ralph McGee and Charles Dale
and Eva Bynum.

Philip Ray Archer
The funeral for Philip Ray Archer was today (Friday) at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Tom Moore
officiated. Pallbearers were Shea Archer, Chris Mathis. Craig
Mathis, Dale Seay. Royce Roach and Joe Hayden, active; Ron
Ingram, Dan Ingram. Ronnie Davis. Billy Harris. Bob Nowlan.
George Stovall. Chuck Flowers, Carl Key and Jimmy Lyles, honorary. Burial was in the Sharon Baptist Church Cemetery.
Mr. Archer, 70. Mayfield. died Tuesday. July 3. 2007, at 2:15
p.m. at his home. A farmer and self-employed business owner, he
was a member of Sharon Baptist Church and had attained the rank
of Eagle in Boy Scouting. Preceding him in death were his first wife,
Mary Morrison Archer: one sister. Glynda Ingram: and his parents,
Rev. George W. and Irene Wheeler Archer.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Glenda Mangrum Archer; one
son. Shea Archer and wife. Janna. Hardin; three daughters. Mrs.
Cathy Seay and husband. Dale. Sedalia. Mrs. Phyllis Hayden and
husband, Joe, Huntingburg. Ind.. and Mrs. Missy Roach and husband. Royce. Mayfield; two stepsons. Chris Mathis and wife. Kim.
Mayfield. and Craig Mathis. Harlem. Ga.; 21 grandchildren; six
stepgrandchildren; two nephews; two great-nieces; one greatnephew.
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OBITUARIES /INTERNATIONAL
David Ceiaya

David Celaya, 53, Mayfield, died Thursday. July 5, 2007, at 8:18
a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield. He was a foriner resident of Murray. Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge
of arrangements.

Problems with Chinese
products raise concerns
with U.S. shoppers
WASHINGTON (AP)- First
it was pet food that sickened
dogs and cats. Then came warnings about toothpaste, toy trains,
car tires and several types of
fish.
The warnings had one thing
in common _ all of the products
came from China. And that has
people worried.
"I'm scared to death. We are
dependent on our government
inspecting things," said Joyce
Simple, a church secretary,
interviewed on a recent shopping trip to a Wal-Mart in
Houston. "I would be careful of
anything that came from China."
For Emily Pokora, a 24-yearold law school student in
Phoenix, the problem hit even
closer to home. Her cat got violently sick in March after eating
tainted pet food. While the cat
survived, the episode has shaken
Pokora's faith in the products
she buys.
"You go to the store and you
can't trust anymore that its not
going to kill your animal or hurt
you," she said.
The string of recalls has not
gone unnoticed by shoppers,
based on Associated Press interviews around the country.
"Here were buying all of
these products from China and
they're not adhering to our standards. its very disturbing," said
Joanne Metier, a community
college teacher in Chicago.
The food and safety issues
are one more irritant in a trade
relationship already strained by
a ballooning U.S. deficit with
China. That deficit hit $233 billion last year. the highest ever
recorded with a single country.
Imports of Chinese products
into the United States totaled
$288 billion while U.S. exports
to China totaled $55 billion.
That means for every Si in
goods the United States sells
China. China sells the United
States more than $5 in products.
Chinese exports to the United
States last year were nearly
triple the level of just five years
ago. The flood of Chinese products has increased since China's
entry into the World Trade
Organization in late 2001, a
development which removed
many of the remaining U.S. barriers.

Steady increase
of Chinese imports
imports from China increased
from $125 billion to $288 billion
between 2002 and 2006.
U.S. Imports from China
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China is now the dominant
supplier in a whole range of
areas that go far beyond the athletic shoes and low-priced clothing that have traditionally displayed the Made in China label.
Meanwhile, Cao Wenzhuang,
a former department head at
China's drug regulation agency,
was sentenced to death today on
bribery charges. A department
director at the State Food and
Drug Administration, he was
given the death sentence with a
two-year reprieve on charges of
accepting bribes and neglecting
official duties, said his lawyer,
Gao Zicheng.
Cao, who oversaw the pharmaceutical registration department, had been secretary to
Zheng Xiaoyu, the head of the
agency, in the 1980s. Zheng was
sentenced to death in May for
taking bribes to approve substandard medicines, including
an antibiotic blamed for at least
10 deaths.
in
the
pharmaceuticals
department. Cao, 45, had the
power to approve pharmaceutical production in China from
2002 to 2006.
Of the toys sold in America,
80 percent are produced in
China. China has become the
top foreign source of tires in the
United States with imports from
all countries accounting for
about 40 percent of the U.S
market last year. China is no's
the world's leading supplier of
seafood, shipping $1.9 billion
worth of fish and shellfish to the
United States last year, making
it the third biggest foreign supplier in the U.S. market.
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LONDON (AP) - The FBI
confumed this morning that two
suspects in the failed car bomb.ings in Bntain had contacted a
clearinghouse for foreign doctors about working in the United
States, and British officials
probed links between the attacks
and al-Qaida in Iraq.
FBI spokeswoman Nancy
O'Dowd said Mohammed Asha
and another suspect had contacted the Philadelphia-based
Educational Commission for
Foreign Medical Graduates, as
first
reported
in
The
Philadelphia Inquirer. She said
Asha. a Jordanian of Palestinian
heritage, contacted the agency
within the last year, but apparently did not take the test for
foreign medical school graduates.
"He was applying, (but) we
don't believe he took the test,"
she said.
O'Dowd could not immediately confirm the name of the
second suspect. The FBI this
week visited the ECFMG's
office in West Philadelphia,
O'Dowd said.
"From what I know, we are
getting to the bottom of this cell
that has been responsible for
what is happening," Prime
Minister Gordon Brown said in
an interview with British
Broadcasting Corp. television.
Asha was arrested on the M6
highway Saturday night along
with his wife. In Jordan, security officials said Asha had no
criminal record, and friends and
family said they found it hard to
believe either he or his wife
were connected with terrorism.
As police continue to question the eight suspects _ six
Middle Easterners and two
Indian nationals _ Britain's
intelligence agencies are focusing on their international links,
one British intelligence official
and another government official
said speaking on condition of
anonymity because they are not
authorized to speak to the press.
"We've known for quite some
time of al-Qaida's growth in
Iraq," the government official
told The Associated Press. "Iraq
is an obvious place to look for
connections, but it's not the only
country link we're investigat-

ing.'
MI5, Britain's domestic intelligence agency, said on its Web
site that some Britons had joined
the Iraqi insurgency.
"In the longer term, it is pos
sible that they may later return
to the UK and consider mounting attacks here," the Web site
said. "British and foreign
nationals linked to or sympathetic with al-Qaida are known
to be present within the UK.
They are supporting the activities of terrorist groups in a range
of ways."
Metropolitan police, who are
leading the investigation into
the failed bombing attacks in
London and Glasgow, Scotland.
refused on Friday to confirm or
deny the role the MIS and MI6
are playing in the probe.
Al-Qaida in Iraq is believed
to have become better organized
since Abu Ayyub al-Masri, an
Egyptian, took it over from Abu
Musab
al-Zarqawi,
the
Jordanian who was killed by
coalition forces a year ago. Iraqi
officials also have said the terrorist group is now delegating
more authority to sympathetic
cells in other countries.
The eight suspects arrested in
Saturday's airport attack and
two failed car bombings a day
earlier in London were all foreigners working for Britain's
state health system, and investigators are pressing to find what
brought them together.
In Australia, police seized
computers from two hospitals
today as they explored connections between the British plotters and Muhammad Haneef. an
Indian doctor arrested there.
"There are a number of people now being interviewed as
part of this investigation; it
doesn't mean that they're all suspects but it is quite a complex
investigation and the links to the
U.K. are becoming more concrete," said Australian Federal
Police Commissioner Mick
Keelty.
Muslim groups in Britain
placed advertisements in British
national newspapers in praise of
the emergency services and to
declare that terrorism is "not in
our name," borrowing the slogan from the mass protests.
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C--Murray Code Enforcement
Board to hold meeting
Murray Code Enforcement Board will
hold a public hearing and special meeting
chamon Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the council
bers of Murray City Hall, located at 104
North Fifth SL, Murray.
This meeting will be to hear and review
cases with regard to the City of Murray
Property Maintenance Code.

3nnouncements

Harley Renee
Jones
Jeremii Jones and Heather
Bosse of Murray are the parents of a daughter, Harley Renee
Jones, born on Saturday, June
10, 2007, at 10:07 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
The baby weighed 8 pounds
14 ounces and measured 21
inches A brother is Dale Jones.
Maternal grandparents are
Michael and Sharon Bosse of
Murray.
Paternal grandparents are
Gary and Barbara Jones of
Paducah and Patricia and
1 rankie Less is of Cadiz.

Gideon Scott
Calvert
Mr and Mrs. Wesley Calvert
of Sycamore Street. Murray.
arc the parents of a son. Gideon
Scott Calvert, born on Tuesday. June 19, 2007. at 3:19
p m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
7 ounces and measured 20 3/4
inches The mother is the former Brandy Barnes
Grandparents are Brenda and
John Calvert of Carterville.
and Scott and Valry Barnes of
Sumner, Mich
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Coen/ 71-elrlinders
The following are remainders of events
planned for the coming week that were recently published in the Murray Ledger & Times:
Devry Linn Hughes, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Max Hughes and Ms Shirley Hughes of
Murray. and Mitchell Alan Craig, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Craig of Murray. will be
mamed Saturday. July 7, 2007. in a private
ceremony. A reception will he at 7 p.m. Saturday at the Murray Banquet Center, Murray.
All relatises and friends are invited to the
reception
Amber Renee Coney, daughter of Al and
Gina Colley of Farmington. and Mykel Linn
Tidwell, son of Jimmy and Sandra Tidwell of
Mayfield. will be married Saturday. July 7,
2007, at 2 p.m. at Farmington Church of
Christ, Farmington. All relatives and friends
are invited.

Jessica Jane Buchanan, daughter of Clifton
Buchanan and Ms. Patty Buchanan of Benton,
and Jeffery Eugene Frizzell, son of Harold
and Nannette Frizzell of Benton, will be married Saturday, July 7, 2007, at 5 p.m. at Lighthouse Landing, Grand Rivers. Cake and punch
will be served at BB&T ceremony room in
Grand Rivers following the ceremony. All relatives and friends are invited.
Kathy Bedwell, daughter of William and
Ruth Bedwell of Hardin, and Bill Jones Jr.,
son of William and Joan Jones of Fairdealing.
will be married Saturday. July 7, 2007, at 7:30
p.m. at Leilanne's Wedding Garden, Paducah.
Invitations were sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kurz will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary at a Mass of
Thanksgiving on Saturday. July 7, 2(X)7, at 6
p.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray. A
reception will follow from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
Parish Hall. All relatives and friends are invited. The couple requests that guests not bring
gilts

of
Oaks Country club will have a
members and non members on Saturday at 8
will be $12.50 per person. There will be a
food and setups provided. Call the pro shop
reserve a spot.

July dance for
p.m. Entry fee
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ay
MCCSA tryouts on Saturd
Beecreek

Soccer ComMCCSA competitive team tryouts at
plex near the concession stand on Saturday for U9-U10 from
9 to 10:15 a.m., U 1 1-U12 from 10:30 to 1:45 a.m. and U13
this
and up from 1 to 2:15 p.m. Anyone interested in playing
fall and spring must attend one of these dates and should
bring water, ball and appropriate soccer gear to the tryouts.
Details will be passed out at the meeting. For more information, contact Competitive Coordinator Jeff Sparks at 759-9974.

New Beginnings to hear Hunt

New Beginnings will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church. Valorie Hunt will speak and special music
will be by Elizabeth Whitt and Carley Alexander. A potluck
meal will start at 6:30 p.m. and the program at 7 p.m. This
is a Christian support group for people with incarceration-related issues and the public is invited. For information, or for a
ride, call 753-0156.

Program at Paris Landing Saturday

John Austin McDaniels, country music star, will be performing from 7 to 9 p.m. Saturday in the amphitheater area
of Paris Landing State Park, Paris Landing, Tenn. This is free
family-oriented entertainment overlooking Kentucky Lake. Persons may bring your lawn chairs or blankets for seating. Also
featured at the park Saturday near the public pool at Paris
Landing State Park will be "Reptiliacs" by Donnie and Sherry Howell.
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LONE OAK PRIM/FIVE
1st Sunday
200 p.m
3rd Sunday
2.00 p.m

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat WOO sin
Sabbath School
Sat 10:15 min

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:60 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m

ST MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Mayfield thervray, 8ent.0.1. KY 42024
270427-84AT2
Service
10700 a m
Feast bey Services contact the Beam 252-3389

APIISTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
10:00 a.m
Tuesday
6.45 pm
Thursday
645 p.m

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10.30 a m
SamllsW.áIp 6-00 p m
Wednesday Bible Study
7 00 p in

OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a_m
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.ni
Preaching
1100 am
Prayer Service
530 p.m
Church
6:00 p.m
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.rn
Worship 8.45 a m. & 11 a.m & 6 p.m
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.ni
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m
Wednesday
700 p in
SCOTTS GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.in
Worship Service
1045 am
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 700 p.m
Prayer I. Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat. 6 p.m.-10 p.m

IIAPTIST
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BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1100 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a m & 6 p.m
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Morning Services
11:00 am
Evening Services
6:00 pin
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:00 a.m
Worship
10,00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Discipleship Training
500 p.m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m.
Afternoon Worship
600 p.m.
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a m.
Worship
1100 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:45 am
Worship 8.30 & 10:55 a.m. & 6 p.m
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
1100 a.m
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9130 min
Worship
1045 a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.30 a.m.
Worship
1045am & 6 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 r.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
800.915 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools 800,9- 15 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 pin.
Church Training
530 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.

SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.rn
Worship
II g.m & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 a m & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m

Trust in God at all times, my people.
Tell Him all your troubles,for He is our refuge.

9 30 a m
11 a.m

Good News Bible Psalm 62:8

SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worships
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
700 p.m.
Sunday Evening
6..00 pm.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a m & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m

SHILOH rifu,GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
700 p.m
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
700 p.m
UNTTY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11 30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
1 1,
2 miles west of Lynn Grove
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
1045 a.m
Evening Service
7.30 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Family Training
7 p in
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a.m
Wednesdays
7:00 p.m
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Sycamore Si
Sundays
10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:15 a.m
Worship
11:00a m

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
1015 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m,
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
DEXTER
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
10 30 am. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 cm.
Sunday Night
600 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10,45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
950 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7700 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
•Sunday Bible Clams
9-00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.

ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mama
400 p m
Sunday Mass
10:30 a.m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
6:00 p.rn
Sunday Masses
8 a.m. & 11 a.rn

CNNISTIIUI
AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Bible Study Sunday
10 a.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9-00 min
Worship Service
10.15 am
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bible School
9-30 a m
Worship
10:30 a m
Evening Service
6:00 p.m

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
10.50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m.
Sunday & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m

=NM MEM NW=
Sunday School
10 30 a m
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p.m.
2nd Wednesday
7 30 p m

CHOICE or CHEST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9 00 a m
Morning Worship
9-50 a m
Evening Worship
6-00 p m

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
5 arm, 9 a.m. & 6 p.m
Bible Study
10:15 a.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10750 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10.00 a m & 6:00 p.m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10.50 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S virrossits
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
1030 a.m.

LITNEINUI
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
900 a.m
Evening
6:00 p.m
Wednesday
700 p.m

CROCE If MS COST
1,LAMS DR SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY ammrs
Sunday Priesthood
10-00 a m
Sunday School
II 10 a in
Sacrament Meeting
12 10 p m

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
1030 a.m
Sunday School
9:00 a.rn
Sunday Worship
5:00 p.m
Tuesday
12:00 p.m.

untsmancirr

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun Night
600 p.m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 win
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Wo›:.
11:00 a.m.
e COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 am
Sunday School
9.50 a.m
DEXTERHARDIN UNITED
Contemporary Service
9,00 a.m.
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Regular Worship
11:00 a.m
FIRST UNTTED METHODIST
Worship
845 & 11 am
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
1000 am
Worship Service
1100 a.m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
900 a.m
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m
Wednesday Worship
7.06 p.m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
Il•00 a.m
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a m
Morning Worship
11-00 a m

NEW CONCORD
Worship
950 a.m. & 6 p.m
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10-00 am. & 6:00 p.m
Wed Bible Study
700 p.m.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10:30 a.m
Children's Sunday School 11 -00 am

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
930 a.m
Church School
1045 a.m

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
10.00 am
Worship
11-00 a.m

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9,00 a.m
Sunday School
10.30 a.m

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10.45 a.m.
Evening Worship .
6:00 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
10:00 a m
Wednesday - Home Groups 6:00 p.m

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m

MT. CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a II.
Sunday SONA.1
11:00 a in
MT. HEBRON
Worship
10:00 a n
Sunday School
11:00 a n
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a It.
Worship
11 00 a ii.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
11-00 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m
Preaching
1000 a.m.

WAYKEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
11.00 am.

NAZISM=
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6.30 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11:00 a m
Wednesday Evening
634) pm

METHODIST

CATHOLIC

HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service 1100 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
KIMSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100am
Awana
5.30-7:30 p m
Training Union
5:45 p.m
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Preaching
11 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p ai
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Worship
11 am & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m

wonder what atheists do when they are faced
with a serious crisis or problem. Who do they call upon
for help or guidance?
Perhaps they call upon
themselves to muster the
courage and strength to face
these ordeals, or perhaps
they rely on the strength and
wisdom of their friends and
professional people to see
them through. I realize that
young people often feel that
they are indestructible and
can handle any crisis situation they face. However, as we grow older we usually have a more mature and realistic view of life. With
age, we learn that we are destructible and that life can
be very fragile. I cannot imagine getting through a
day without God's help and love. Everyone has problems that must be faced, and there are times when we
may feel that no one cares about us or our problems.
But it is nice to know that God cares and loves us,and
He is only a prayer away. Our Heavenly Father loves
the skeptics as well as the believers. He only wants us
to trust and confide in Him.
I often

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m

IIUMILIXI WIU

tb

God Is
Our Refuge

MOUNT HOMER FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
11.00 a m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
600 p.m
NORTHEIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 pm

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Tuesdays Bible Study
7 pm
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p.m
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p.m

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
11:00 a.rn. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p in
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
5:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7.00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Wed Evening & Youth Service 700 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p m.
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
600 p.m
Worship
1030 a m. & 6 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Worship
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.m.
Worship Sun 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
10:50 a.m & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7 p in
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10.00 a.ni
Worship Service
11:00-7.30 p.m

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRS'1' PRESBYTERIAN
Worship
10-00 a in
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 a in
Worship Service
11'00 a.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
WOrattip SerInCe
11 r11. & 6 p
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m. & 630 p.m.

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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Steve and Becky Carver

Carver couple will present
concert at Salem Sunday
One Way Ministries, a non'sow organization founded in
1494, is made up of Steve and
lieck Carver. Their ministry
is based on John 14:6, the
s,ripiure in which Jesus says.
'I am the way. the truth, and
the life: no man cometh unto
the Father, but by Mc.'
The couple will present a
omen Sunday at II a.m. at
Salemliaptist church. Murray.
lose offering will be taken.
Steve and Becky are versatile individuals. They can lead
[UMW and worship and of pro% ide special music for con,erts. retreats. reSIV:111,
or wherever there is a
need to share the gospel mes..ige through the medium of
11111..14.

Becky. a graduate of Mississippi State Um% ersity music
school. is a pianist and vocalist She -earned many college
,holarships and has taught
music classes. %nice and piano
tor 14 vears. For Itse years.
she tray eled wah a gospel
emoup a s pianist and yocalist.
Ste% e. also a graduate of MisA..ippi State, earned a broad,.isi ‘onimunications degree. lie
used his knowledge in
enhance
to
at it

One Way Ministries. For 18
years. he traveled with his family and sang, while his father
preached evangelistic revivals.
Both are born again Christians. Steve was saved at the
age of 7, and Becky at the
age of 22. When they met.
they said "we realized God's
purpose and will for us was
to be in the gospel music field."
They traveled on a parttime basis up until June 1998.
In June 1998. they surrendered
to full-time music evangelism.
and God has blessed their ministry. He has allowed them to
minister in many different venues including state conventions,
evangelism conferences, pastor', conferences, and even had
the privilege to sing at the historic Ryman Auditorium in
Nashville. Tenn.
Steve and Becky served as
president of the Conference of
Mississippi Baptist Evangelists
in 2005.
They have ministered as far
west as Phoenix. Are.: as far
south as Stuart. Fla.: and as
far north as Flint, Mich. They
are also instructors at the annual Chnstian Music Conference
at Murray State University in
Murray.

a.m.
John Cherry. A short worship will be at 10
of
Church
University
service will be at 5 a.m. and
minBazzell,
Charley
Christ:
a.m.
Bible classes at 10:15
about "Little
First Christian: Dr. Charles ister, will speak
with scripFinish"
Big
Start,
speak
will
pastor,
Rolen, senior
13:31-33
Matthew
from
ture
Draws
about "The Kingdom
worship servNear" with scripture from Luke at the 10 a.m.
Youngblood,
10:1-11, 16 at the 10:15 a.m. ice, and Richard
speak about
worship service. Mark Dycus minister, will
Know You're
is minister of music with Julie "When You
from
scripture
with
Guilty"
Warner, Donnie Hendrix and
6 p.m. worJudith Hill as accompanists. Psalm 51 at the
will be
Media Ericson, soloist, will ship service. Assisting
Hale and
sing "Statue of Liberty." Assist- Mike Russell, Matt
Claiborne
ing will be Dan McKee!, wor- Walter Mehr. Danny
and Roy
ship leader, Dan Parker and is worship leader
family
Eddie Phelps, elders, and Ron Hawkins is youth and
will
classes
Bible
minister.
Keena
Melonc, Vera Melone,
Miller, Jean Bennett and Larry begin at 9 a.m.
First United Methodist:
Benton, diaconate.
Richard Smith, pastor, will
Rev.
Goshen United Methodist:
Under
The Rev. Mark Earheart, pas- speak about "This Nation
Exofrom
scripture
with
God"
"Intentor, will speak about
41:8tional Faith Development" with dus 19:3-6 and Isaiah
scripture from Ephesians 4:11- 10 at the 8:45 a.m. Early Light
16 at the 9 a.m. worship serv- service and the 11 a.m. tradiice with Tom Villaflor as pas- tional service. Dr. Pam Wurtor's assistant. Elizabeth Brunn gler is minister of music with
and Teela Etheridge will serve Joan Bowker as organist. Kenas acolytes. Children's church neth Oeth will sing a solo,
will be directed by Pat Brunn. "The Red. White and Blue" at
Alison Chaney will direct the the second service. Susan and
choir with Renee Doyle, Pat Will Blackford, Dick GarretBrunn and Carla Halkias as son and Becky Watts will sing
accompanists. Steve Sexton and "Draw Me Close" at the first
Jo Lovett will serve as greeters. service. The children's mesSunday School with Bob West sage will be by Kristen Shepas superintendent will be at ard at the first service and
10:15 a.m. in the family fel- Amber Sugg at the second
lowship center. The Sunday service. Acolytes will be MadiNight Bible study and the com- son Connell and Laiken Balmer.
bined youth groups of both Worship leaders will be Vicky
Goshen and Kirksey churches Crafton and Jim Stabler. The
will be at 6 p.m. at Kirksey. previous week's worship servPoplar Spring Baptist: ice will be televised on
Dennis Norvell, pastor. will New Wave Channel 19 at II a.m.
speak about 'The Importance and on Murray Electric Chanof the Church" with scripture nel 15 at 12:30 p.m. Sunday.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
from Psalm 84 at the 8:45
and II a.m. worship services Ann Marie Montgomery, copasand about "The Misuse of tor, will speak about "The Lord:
God's Name" with scripture Reigns" with scripture from
from Exodus 20:7 at the 6 Psalm 33 at the 10 a.m. worp.m. service. Dee and Kathy ship service being held at
Lipford will lead the worship Wrather Hall at Murray State
services with Hazel Brandon, University. Todd E. Hill is
Susan Reynolds, Dee Lipford choir director and pianist. Terry
and Carol Kelly as accompanists. Sunday School for all ages II1_ See Page 9A

West Kentucky Bible Lectureship July 14 and 15
CHURCHES

Cherry Corner Baptists
schedule Bible School

Grace Baptist Church
617 South 9th Street, Murray

July 8, 2007
Sunday Sch001 9 .30 a.m.

Women's Conference
South Pleasant Grove
scheduled for July 28
RE1DLAND. Ky. — The third annual Women's Conference
l
on a 'Tune of Remembrance - Celebration of God's Faithful- will conduct Bible Schoo

Worship Service 10:45 a.m.
Bro. Sammy Cunningham, Pastor
A noon potluck meal will he served
in the Family Life Center

iao p.m.

featuring

Smith Brothers Quartet
- Everyone Welcome for more Information call. 753-7599

•Ilk

day through Friday from 6 to
8:30 p.m for ages 3 through
sixth grade with dinner served
each night.
Bethel United Methodist:
Rev. Jason Jones, pastor, will
speak about "Think Big" with
scripture from Luke 10:1-11, 1620 at the 9:30 a.m. worship service with Bobby Rowland as
liturgist. Congregational youth
will serve as acolytes. Janna
Schroader will lead the music
with Lavonia Rowland as
pianist. Children's time will b
e directed by Susan Evans.
Happy Bynum will serve as
greeter. Sunday School with
Toby Runyon as superintendent will be at 10:30 a.m. and
the evening worship service at
6 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Jason Jones,
pastor, will speak about "Think
Big" with scripture from Luke
10:1-11 at the 11 a.m. worship service with Bob Alexander as liturgist. Congregational youth will serve as acolytes.
Eddie Ramsey will lead the
music with Rita Culver and
Janeeen Burkeen as accompanists. Children's time will be
directed by Beth Morehead.
Marcia Crick will serve as
greeter. Sunday school with
Joel Jackson as superintendent
will be at 10 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about "In God We Trust"
with scripture from / 71morhy
4:1-11 at the 9 a.m. worship
service and Tommy Carraway
will speak about "God, Guyana,
Gumption and Gospel" with
scripture from Acts 25-27 at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Todd
Walker, associate minister, will
lead the singing. Also assisting will be Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
minister,
Hutchens, youth
Logan Dodd. Hayden Rogers,
Steve Roberson, Frank Brandon, Andrew Falwell, Joe
Phillips. Keith York. Chris Satterwhite, Tommy Schroader and

In our
PADUCAH. Ky. - The 28th annual West Kentucky Bible
Lectureship will be Saturday and Sunday. July 15 and IS, at
the church building of t he Sunny Slope Church of Christ,
located five miles out the old Mayfield Road, Paducah.
A meal will follow the singing. The public is invited, accordThe lectureship is a cooperative effort of congregations of
ing to Rev. William Dodson, pastor.
the church of Christ and interested individuals in West Kentucky.
"The Christian Home" is the theme for the lectureship.
The program will begin Saturday at 8:30 a.m. and continue through 8:30 p.m. Saturday. Also on Sunday the program
Cherry Corner Baptist Church will have its Vacation Bible
will e from 2 to 4 p.m.
Day Central" starting Monday
Speakers include Garland Elkins, Gary Colley. B.J. Clarke, School on the theme of "Game
Fnday.
and
through
Mosher
Keith
continuing
Taylor,
and
Robert
Colley,
Cliff Goodwin,.Glenn
Classes for children, age 3, and through adults will be conCurtis Cates.
-2496.
1-270-554
from 6 to 8:30 each evening, according to Wilma
call
n
ducted
informatio
For
invited.
is
public
The
Edmonds, director, and Rev. Tom Mathis, pastor.
For transportation call 759-4489.

41"Homecoming
Celebration

AFTERNOON SINGING

have
churches
Various
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Grace Baptist: The 41st
homecoming celebration will
be Sunday with Bro. Leamon
Blakx:k as speaker at the 10:45
a.m. worship service. A potluck
meal will be served at noon
followed by afternoon singing
featuring The Smith Brothers
Quartet at 1:30 p.m. Henry
Nance is minsiter of music
with Oneida White. Kathryn
Garrison and Sherry Fortner as
accompanists. Eddie Morns will
give the children's service.
Assisting will be Bud l Downey,
deacon of the week, and Walter Bell. Charles Craig, Willie
Dick and Gene Clins. ushers.
No evening service will be
scheduled.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor. will
speak about "Rejoice That Your
Names Are Written in Heaven" with scripture from Luke
10:20 at the 10:30 a.m. Sixth
Sunday after Pentecost worship service. Sunday School
and Adult Bible Class will be
at 9 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Gynn M. Orr, pastor, will conduct The Lord's Supper service at the 10:30 a.m. worship
service and speak about "Pray
for One Another" with scripture from James 5:16 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Tommy
Scott is minister of music. The
choir will sing "He Is Here"
with Janice Schectcr as soloist
and the quartet of John Scott,
Tommy Hoke, Danny Richerson and Jonathan Burgess will
present special music at the
morning hour. Kyle Evans will
present special music at the
evening hour. Deacons of the
week will be Ron Hubbard and
Mark Morgan. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m. 1-Ray
Manley is minister to youth
and Shelly Harris is minister
to preschool and children. Vacation Bible School will be Mon-

ti -4w
VACATION
BIBLE SCHOOL

ness" will he Saturday. July 28. from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Csispel Mission Worship Center. 6905 Benton Rd., Reidland
Speakers will be Ginny Stnngfellow of Second Baptist
Church. Houston. Texas. and Jana Heierman. Stuff Bag Ministries
The pnce of admission, $25, includes admission, catered
meal and a copy of the speaker's book, "Call to Remembrance." Deadline for purchasing tickets will be July 22.
To reach the church take exit 16 off 1-24. For information
or to purchase tickets, call 1-270-898-3613.

South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will hase its
Vacation Bible School on the theme of "Take the Plunge."
This will be for children, age 3 to 12 years, from 9 a.m.
to noon starting Monday and continuing through Friday.
The bus route will be for those needing transportation. For
information call Valerie Clark at 492-8842 or Karen Coles at
492-8993.

Quarterly Singing will
be at Bell City church
BELL ("Ty. K, • tell City Baptist

Vacation Bible School will be at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church starting Monday and continuing through Friday.
Classes will be from 9 a.m. to noon A nursery will be
available for workers and volunteers.
For more information call 759-9468.

Church will conduct
the church's quarterlY singing on Sunday at 5 p.m.
Bob Nance will direct the program. All singers are invited
H Huh Nance at 7'59-4998 if you wish to sing

Vacation Bible School
will be at Good Shepherd

3

You Are Invited To Our

FAce,
alcIraaL
"Mir=

July 9th - 13th
Ages 3rd -6th Grade

eome
us kw our
Vacation

GOSPEL MEETING
HICKORY GROVE
CHRIST
CHURCH OF
Rd • Almo. KY 42020

School

1 I 31 Hickory Grove

6:00 - 8:30 p.m.
Dinner served each night
Crafts. Games ti‘ More
524() FOR MORE INFO.
'wag

Westside Baptist Church
tw-risori Rd S • Murray
www wbcmurray org

July 8 — 12, 2007
with

Gary Colley
Sunday Morning Bible Study ....9:00 am
10:00 am & 7:30 pm
Worship
7:00 pm}
Monday-Thursday

Mace:

South Pleasant Grove UMC
5671 Crossland Rood
Hazel, KY 42049

Dots:

July 9-13

Wm,:

9 a.m.-12 Noon

•
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Call Valerie at 492-11842
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America's first Jewish president? Is there one nation God favors?
NEW YORK (AP) —
Michael Bloomberg isn't known
here as the Jewish mayor.
In fact, his religion is a
non-issue in a city that had
its first Jewish chief executive, Abe Beame, three decades
ago. The New York Jewish cornmunity is so large and active
that even non-Jewish mayors
take counsel from rabbis. So
when Bloomberg won the 2001
mayoral race, Jews saw no significant advantage in having one
of their own in City Hall.
But if the billionaire businessman decides to run for the
White House, his faith will
become much more than an
afterthought: He would be on
a path toward being elected
the first Jewish president of
the United States.
"I think it's a great cornmentary on American political
life when a person who happens to be Jewish is mentioned
as a possible presidential candidate," said Rabbi Joseph
Potasnik of the New York Board
of Rabbis, who speaks regu'arty with Bloomberg and has
hosted the mayor at a Passover
seder and other events.
Bloomberg denies any plans
to run, but recently switched
from Republican to unaffiliated, clearing the way for a possible independent bid in a field
where none of the announced
candidates is Jewish.
Still, there's no evidence
that
Jews
will
support
Bloomberg because of their
shared faith.
American Jews vote overwhelmingly Democratic, with
a small minority loyal to the
Republican Party. Even when
Connecticut Sen. Joe Lieberman, an Orthodox Jew and a
Democrat at the time, became
the first Jewish vice presidential nominee in 2000, there
was little change in Jewish

backing for the party. Between "I believe in Judaism, I was
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ
1996 and 2000, the proportion raised a Jew, I'm happy to be
Question: Do you think that them and the exact places where Christianity. At the time of the
of Jews that voted Democrat- one — or proud to be one," there is any sense in which they should live" (Acts 17:26). Declaration of Independence,
ic increased by only 1 per- he said. Then he paused and the United States is God's cho- God's hand is involved in the
a sizeable portion of the popcentage point to 79 percent, added: "I don't know if that's sen nation?
life of every nation.
ulation was made up of capaccording to exit polls.
the right word. I don't know
Answer: As much as we may
Christians in the U.S. or in tive slaves in forced labor. Much
"People thought every Jew why you should be proud of love our native land and enjoy any nation on earth have a
of our land was acquired by
in America would run out and something. It doesn't make you the freedoms and blessings of dual citizenship. As citizens of
dispossession of the previous
vote for Lieberman," said Rabbi any better or worse. You are U.S. citizenship, we must be an earthly kingdom, Christians
population.
Gary Greenebaum, interreli- what you are."
cautious of any attempts to have a God-given responsibilBut making a distinction
gious affairs director for the
Bloomberg. 65, had a fair- claim that God favors us above ity to respect and submit to between our nation and the
American Jewish Committee, an ly typical religious upbringing the peoples of other nations governing officials, to pay taxes Kingdom of God does not mean
advocacy group based in New for American Jews of his gen- on earth. The often-quoted gold- and to pray for their govern- we should be unpatriotic. Give
York. "But Jews are fairly eration.
en text of the Bible says: "For ing authorities (Romans 13:1- thanks to God for America and
sophisticated voters. They don't
He was raised in a kosher God so loved the world that 7; 1 Timothy 2:2-3). But they the principles of liberty, jusvote along the lines of, 'I'll home in Medford, Mass., just he gave his one and only Son, are also citizens of the King- tice and individual dignity upon
vote for the Jew because I am outside Boston, had a bar mitz- that whoever believes in him dom of Heaven seeking to which our nation was foundone.' They tend to vote issues. vah, and, according to Potas- shall not perish but have eter- bring about the doing of God's ed. Joyfully celebrate our annuThey tend to vote politics."
nik, still remembers a few Yid- nal life" (John 3:16, italics for will on the whole earth as it al Independence Day. Work to
Bloomberg would also be dish words. Jewish leaders who emphasis only). Jesus came is in heaven (Philippians 3:20; maintain these great principles
competing against two other speak with him regularly say into the world to bring salva- Matthew 6:10). The Kingdom as best we can in a fallen
New Yorkers — Democratic they haven't heard him men- tion from sin and new life to of God transcends all nation- world. But also know that
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton tion facing anti-Semitism as a people from all nations on earth al boundaries and political affil- our devotion to justice and
and Republican former New child.
(Mark 16:15; Matthew 28:19). iations. The United States is abhorrence of prejudice and
York Mayor Rudy Giuliani.
After the media mogul
However, to say that God not the Kingdom of God, nor other evils grows out of a
Each of those candidates has earned his fortune, he created does not favor one nation above should she be expected to take knowledge of God and a relabuilt strong ties to the Jewish an endowment for his home- another does not mean he is on the mission of God's Kingtionship with our Lord Jesus
community.
town synagogue, which was not providentially working in dom. It is the mission of God's Christ. Honor America, but also
And in a campaign season renamed for his parents: Tem- the history of the United States Kingdom people, not the Unitremember that only the Kingwhen Democrats are speaking ple Shalom, the William and or any nation to accomplish ed
States, to proclaim Jesus dom of God is destined to
out as much as Republicans Charlotte Bloomberg Jewish his divine purposes. The prophet
as the means to salvation and stand forever (Daniel 2:44;
on the importance of faith, the Community Center of Med- declared that "the Most High
new life, to oppose evil and Luke 1:32-33).
mayor may be at a disadvan- ford. The congregation belongs God is sovereign over the kinginjustice and to help people
tage.
to the Conservative movement, doms of men and sets over
(Send questions or commaintain freedom from sin.
Bloomberg, who declined to which emphasizes traditional them anyone he wishes"(Daniel
Although many of our ments to University Church of
comment
his observance while allowing some 5:21). To the proud Atheni- nation's founding fathers were Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray.
through
spokesman, has said he is not changes that adapt to modern ans, the apostle said: "From devout Christians, and refer- KY 42071 or phone 270-753very religious. Other than men- times.
one man he made every nation ences to God were written into 1881. This article is reprotioning that he plans to celeBloomberg has given mil- of men, that they should inhab- the historical documents of our duced
on
the
web:
brate a few major Jewish hol- lions to Jewish causes in the it the whole earth; and he country, we have not always www.nchrist.org I
2007/07
idays with his family, he almost United States and in Israel. He determined the times set for acted in ways consistent with
never discusses his faith. He emphatically supports the Jewjoined a prominent Upper East ish state and has traveled there
Side synagogue, Congregation numerous times.
Emanu-El on Fifth Avenue,
However, neither of the
which is part of the liberal mayor's two daughters celeFred Stalls, deacons, Doug Law- as deacon of the week. SunFrom Page 8A
Reform branch of Judaism, but brated a bat mitzvah, and
son and Richard Matlock. Sun- day School will be at 9:40
only occasionally attends wor- Bloomberg, who is divorced, Foreman and Mica Howe will day School will be at 10:45 a.m.
ship, Potasnik said.
officiated at his daughter sing a duet, "Cuando el Pober." a.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro, Ricky
"Don't pull out his atten- Emma's wedding, which was Assisting will be Don FlemMemorial Baptist: Bro. Cunningham, pastor,-will speak
Frances
ing,
liturgist,
Sal
and
dance record" the rabbi joked. a civil ceremony.
Martin Severns, pastor, will about"Follow The Leader" with
In a 2005 interview with
"He's a fairly assimilated Matarazzo, ushers, and Kathie speak at the 8:30 ad 10:50 scripture from Hebrews 13:7
The
New
York
Times, Jew," Greenebaum said. "I don't Fleming and Ann Stanley, com- a.m. and 6 p.m. worship serv- at 8, 9:15 and 1030 a.m. worBloomberg made a rare corn- think it will be a big thing." munion services..
ices. J.T. Lee is acting music ship services. Sunday School
North Pleasant Grove director with Misty Williams will be conducted during each
ment on his religious views.
Cumberland
Presbyterian: and Kathy Thweatt as accom- service.
The Rev. Charles Westfall, pas- panists. Erik Emerson will serve
tor, will speak about "Ambassadors For Christ" with scripLOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — sors, is legal and not a bur- lawsuit.
ture from Luke 1-:1-11 at the
A Pentecostal evangelist famil- den on Gilles.
• Gilles began speaking at 11 a.m. worship service. Camme
You're Invited to a fun filled day of
iar to both college campuses
Gilles contends that he was Murray State in the 1980s and
Cain is song leader and Marlearning about
and courtrooms has lost his not required to have a spon- at various times has made disgaret Boyd is pianist. Sunday
initial bid to speak at Murray sor before 2004 and that MSU paraging remarks about students
School will be at 10 a.m.
State University in western Ken- officials are arbitrarily enforc- and professors, including referFirst Baptist: Dr. Wendell
tucky.
ing the student handbook's ring to sorority members as
Ray, pastor, will speak about
of the
James G. "Brother Jim" solicitation policy.
prostitutes.
"The Family Recipe: Leaving"
Gilles of Symsonia, Ky., sued
Since 1981, the year Gilles
In October 2004, the uniwith scripture from Genesis
the university in 2006, claim- says he found God while attend- versity told Gilles he needed
2:24 at the 8:30 and 10:55
ing that MSU deprived him of ing a Van Haien concert, the sponsorship from a university
a.m. services and have Bible
50 Kirkridge Road, Murray, Kentucky
his rights to free speech and preacher has traveled across organization or department
Study in 1 John at the 6 p.m.
to exercise his religion by reject- the nation to speak at dozens because his talks were considworship service. Mark and
ing his requests to preach at of universities and state capi- ered solicitation.
Andrea Forester will be guest
the Curris Center, a campus tills. He's fought speaking
Russell wrote that Murray
worship leaders for the servspot frequented by students and restrictions at other colleges. State isn't required to treat
ices and will be in concert at
visitors.
with some success.
open areas of its campus as a
Saturday, July 7, 2007
both morning services. Mike
U.S. District Judge Thomas
The Alliance Defense Fund, public forum. And because the
Crook is associate pastor of
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Russell, however, ruled that a national legal organization school's policy requires everymusic with Margaret Wilkins
the school's campus speech founded in part by the Chris- one to get a sponsor. Gilles can't
and Lisa Ray as accompanists,
policy, which requires speak- tian group Focus on the Fam- make the case that his rights
CLASSES OR 4I1 .46ES
assisted by the Praise Team.
ers to obtain on-campus spon- ily, represented Gilles in the were violated, Russell wrote.
Jocely Eaton
will give the
Lunch and Snacks Provided
children's sermon at both morning services. Assisting will be
Additional Information
Boyd Smith, associate pastor
970-0076 or 293-1935
PITTSBURGH (AP) — A
Dr. Mark Stehlik. a lector small likelihood of something of students, Joe Rowland and
new reality of American coordinator at Sacred Heart actually happening."
Catholic life — background Catholic Church in Pittsburgh,
In response to sex scandals
checks on volunteers who work said two volunteers quit in involving priests, the U.S. Conwith children — is generating protest over the screening ference of Catholic Bishops
criticism in the Diocese of process. Stehlik said he does decided five years ago that
not believe they were hiding each diocese must do criminal
Pittsburgh.
ors- 4..s•AM
background checks on volunThe diocese, which covers anything.
"For a community, meaning teers who come into regular
six counties in southwestern
4134-Pennsylvania, is following a the Catholic community. that contact with children.
Ore— oto.o.l..6
Ron Ragan, director of the
national standard by running has been built up on the backs
checks on its estimated 30,000 of willing parish volunteers, Office for the Protection of
volunteers. Some volunteers. there had better be a really good, Children and Young People in
however, said they feel the verifiable return to justify put- the Pittsburgh Diocese, said he
step doesn't address the issue ting anything onerous in the way understands that some volunof sex abuse and invades the of that volunteerism." Stehlik teers are offended but the checks
privacy of people who often said. "In my mind, that return are necessary to reduce the
have little contact with chil- is just not there. We are pay- threat to children.
ing a huge price for a very
dren and teenagers.

•Bulletins ...

Judge rules against evangelist in lawsuit

Neighbors for Jesus
Friendship Church of Christ
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Diocese background checks anger some
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Schedule of Events
July 2007

i
±1 New Concord Church of Christ cordially ±

invites you to a Gospel Meeting!
I Am Not Ashamed ofthe Gospel!
(Romans 1:16)

July 8-11

9th
loth
12th
24th
29th

Women's Luncheon
Youth Group
Open Singing

Youth Group
Fifth Sunday Rally at South Pleasant Grove

11:30 a.m.
6:oo p.m.
7:00 p.m.
6:oo p.m.
6:oo p.m.

WEEKLY SERVICES

FeatAiring Jeremiah Tatum

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Wednesday Choir Practice
Wednesday Night Bible Study

Schedule of Dates and Topics;

Ltukyl

10:00 a.m.
moo a.m.
6:15 p.m.
6:45 p.m.

Sunday Morning Worship at 9:50 a.m.
Give Me the Bible
There will he a fellowship meat following the Sunday Morning Worship Service!

The Family of Coldwater United Methodist
Church invites you to visit anytime!

Sunday Evening Worship at 730 p.m.
Don't Obey the Gospel

July 9-11 beginning each_nishLat 7•00 Dan
Monday the 9th

Tuesday the 10th

Wednesday the 11th

Heart Conditions

How to I,we Like You Were Dying

When God does the Talking

Any questions?
Feel free to contact New Concord Chiarciii

+
1

Christ at 270.436-6636 or by.-mail at nechrOwir.net

Pleasejoin usforiunttireaticatilliDaeaching.--andEdivicihile

Timothy R. Palmer, Pastor
8317 State Route 121 North, Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone: 270-489-2371
www.coldwaterchurch.org

411
0
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Acropolis, Easter Island,
Taj Mahal among 20
candidates for new seven
wonders of the world
GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) - The Great Wall ut China, the
Colosseum in Rome and Peru's Machu Picchu are leading contenders to be Among the new seven wonders of the world, as a
massive poll draws to a close with votes already cast by more
than 90 million people, organizers say
As the 8 p.m. EDT Friday voting deadline approaches, the
rankings can still change. Also in the top 10 are the Acropolis
in Greece. Chichen lust pyramid in Mexico, Eiffel Tower in
Pans, Easter Island, Christ the Redeemer statue in Rio de
JAZICITO. Bratil, Taj Mahal in India and Jordan's ancient city of
Petra.
The winners will be announced on Saturday in Lisbon.
Portugal.
The Great Pyramids of GIZA are the only surviving structures
from the traditional list of seven wonders of the ancient world.
That list was derived from lists a marvels compiled by ancient
Greek observers, the best known being Antipater of Sidon. a
writer in the 2nd century B.C.
The pyramids have been assured of keeping their status in
Addition to the new seven wonders after indignant Egyptian
officials said it was a disgrace they had to compete for a spot.
The final round of the competition narrowed the field to 20
candidates, and people from every country in the world voted
by Internet or phone, said the group organizing the ballot.
"It's so exciting,- said Tia B. Vienng, spokeswoman for the
"New 7 Wonders of the World- campaign.'There are riot many
things that could bring the world together like global culture ...
this is really something that every single person in the world
can be interested in."
-This is all about bringing people together, to appreciate each
other ... to celebrate diversity," Vienng said.
The Colosseum, the Great Wall, Machu Picchu, Taj Mahal
and Petsa.have been among the leaders since January, while the
Acropolis and (7hrist the Redeemer statue made their way up
from the middle of the field to the top level, according to latest
tallies.
The Statue ot Liberty and Sydney Opera House have been sitting in the bottom 1)) since the start. Also faring poorly are
Cambodia's Angkor Wat temple complex, Russia's Kremlin
building and St. Basil's Cathedral. Bntain's Stonehenge and the
city of Timbuktu in Mali_
The ancient city of Petra in southwestern Jordan — famous
for its water tunnels and stone structures carved in the rock —
jumped from the middle of the pack to the top seven in January.
That was hugely thanks to campaigning by the Jordanian royal
family and thousands of Jordanians voting by text message over
their mobile phones, Viering said.
A surge in voting from the United States, Canada and Europe
in recent weeks helped those regions catch up with Latin
Amenca and Asia to make the ballot truly global. Vienna
The campaign was begun in 1999 Illakkiss
Bernard Weber. with almost 2(X) notturiatiolgailkenn ited.
world. The list of candidates was narrowed down to 2ry
b the
start of 2006, then Giza was taken out of the running when it
was given an automatic spot. Since organizers started a tour to
each site last September, the competition has been heating up.
There Is no foolproof way to prevent people from voting more
than once for their favorite wonder, but most of the votes are
cast by Internet in a system that registers each participant's email address to discourage people from voting twice, Vicnng
said.
"We have a lot olluds(voting) and that trend is continuing ...
but we have votes really from every part of the population," she
added.
The original list of wonders were concentrated in the
Mediterranean and Middle East. Six of them no 1011SCT exist:
the flanging Gardens of Babylon, the Statue of Zeus at
Olympia. the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus,the Mausoleum of
Halicarnassus, the Colossus of Rhodes and the Pharos lighthouse oft Alexandria
After the Egyptian protest. the organizers of the campaign set
the pyramids above the competition.
"We absolutely had no problem with this," Vienng said. As of
Saturday, there will he eight world wonders including the
Pyramids of Giza, she said.
Choosing world wonders has been a fascination over the centuries The U.N. Educational. Scientific and Cultural
Organization. or UNESCO. keeps updating its list of World
Heritage Sites, which now totals 851 places The agency, however, is not insolved in the New 7 Wonders project.
Weber's Switrerland-hased foundation alms to promote cultural diversity hs supporting, preserving and restoring monuments. It relies on private donations and revenue from selling
broadcasting rights

School bus driver sentenced
on Thursday to 22 years
Vdttl\MSTUWN. Ky AP)
northern Kentucky woman
at the wheel of a school bus during a crash that sent two middle
school students to the hospital and
injured I s others was sentenced
iin Thumbs to 22 sears in prison
Angelsnn. Nouns. 29, had
asked at the beginning of her scn
tens mg bean rig to wIthdrats her
guilts plea to drug and assault
s hailers and go to tnal. but Grant
Counts ()mint Court Judge
Stephen Kates turned cksvsn the
request. The Isentus ks Isnqutrer
reported wi its Net+ ote
pk.wled guilts to a cliizen
charges in bine, imitating obtain
ing a iontrolled substance h$
fraud. possession of A controlled
substanse. assault and wanton
endangerment In ess.-hange.
Commonwealth's Attornes Jim

raw lord recommended a 22sear sentence with eligibility for
parole after 122 months
Young will be eligible for
isarok after 10 years and two
months Young apologised to
family members of the sictims as
she was being led out of the courtroom to begin sersing her prison
semenc e
losing crashed the bus carrying
Grant County middle school students into a pole on January 17
Two of the injured students had
lengths stays in the hospital
After the crash, police found
mire than 44) bottles of prescnp-.
lion medication in Young's apart
men) A urine test showed that she
had drugs including
sine. mar
nuana and a presenption
painkiller in her system at the
time of the crash
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Weather beginning to cooperate with flood
cleanup efforts in Kansas and Oklahoma
OKLAHOMA CITY (Al') Floodwater slowly subsided
'Thursday in pans of Oklahoma
and Kansas, though forecasters
warned that isolated storms
could hamper efforts to clean up
after weeks of heavy rain damaged homes, businesses and
roads.
"Rain is not out of the forecast
but it's not expected to be any
significant amounts to affect the
rivers in any significant way,"
said Daryl Williams, a National
Weather Service forecaster in
Norman.
The weather had already been
blamed for 11 deaths in Texas
over the past two weeks and the
death of a 16-year-old girl in
Missouri. The teenager's body
was found Wednesday night in a
submerged SUV after she appar-

ently tried to cross a flooded
creek.
The worst flood damage was in
Miami, Okla., where the Neosho
River crested at about 29 feet, its
highest stage since 1951. The
river was not expected to be back
within its banks until late
Sunday.
"We're starting to see an average drop of about a half-inch
every how," City Manager Mike
Spurgeon said.
A shelter set up in the city
housed about 55 people, and
flood damage was expected to
affect about 600 homes and businesses, Spurgeon said. More
than 30 roads in and out of the
city of 13,500 were still closed
Thursday due to flooding.
Spurgeon estimated it could
take six months to a year to

rebuild in the parts of town most
heavily damaged.
"It's going to take a while for
some of these people to get back
on their feet," said Joyce
Heeney, working at the First
Baptist Church of Miami, one of
the overflow shelters in town.
"We had one family that left
(their home) with nothine
Concerns also eased Thursday
that a full Lake Texorna along
the Oklahoma-Texas line would
send floodwaters into the Red
River.
Ross Adkins, a spokesman for
the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, said water could spill
over the Denison Dam, possibly
Thursday. but no major damage
to homes was anticipated. The
last major flood was nearly 5 feet
over the spillway in 1990. This

year's level is expected to crest.:
,.
at 1 foot over the spillway.
Still, residents, particularly
those living in farm areas near
the river, were warned to take
precautions.
"(We're) warning residents
along the Red River to move all
livestock, equipment and other
necessary belongings to highq:
CountliiSs..
ground,"
Bryan
Managemene::
Emergency
Director James Dalton said. "W„:::,
'
are also urging residents to have,
an initial evacuation plan, stsoul
conditions threaten homes in the,
area."
Nationats;
Thursday,
the
Weather Service forecast a return
to drier conditions in northeastern Oklahoma over the next 10
days, with an occasional isolated
rain shower.
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The network with the
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REASONS TO CHOOSE:
Only AT&T lets you manage your phone's
music your way, allowing you to choose
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wireless data coverage In Arnenca.
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MURRAY STATE ATHLETICS

Ward receives two-year contract extension
Staff Report
Murray State has extended the contract of Director of Athletics Allen
Ward, MSU President Dr. Randy J.
Dunn announced on
Thursday.
two-year
The
extension
means
Ward's
contract
now runs through
June 30, 2011.
"1 am pleased
that we were able to
extend Allen's contract and that he'll
be here at MSU well
Ward
into the future,"
Dunn said. "Allen is an excellent
administrative leader and he continues
to move our athletics program in the
right direction.
"Like me, his focus is on the 'student' as much as on the "athlete," and

MSU LOCKS UP ATHLETICS DIRECTOR THROUGH 2011
this is amply demonstrated by our student-athletes' performance in the classroom, as well as on the playing fields. It
is a pleasure and delight for me to work
with Allen as a member of the senior
administrative staff at the university,"
he added.
Ward took over as head of Racer athletics on March 30, 2005. Since his
arrival, Ward has emphasized the
importance of building a well-balance
program — one that excels in athletic
competition, as well as in the classroom.
"I'm grateful for the commitment
Dr. Dunn is making to me and the direction of the athletics program," Ward
said. "His leadership and vision for
Murray State University is invigorating
and definitely something I want to be a
part of."

Ward has had plenty of opportunities
to put his stamp on the program. By the
end of July, he will have hired five new
head coaches and numerous support
staff and administrators.
The coaches and staff he has hired at
MSU are individuals with high moral
character, a commitment to excellence
and a proven track record of success.
In addition to winning Ohio Valley
Conference championships and competing in national tournaments, Racer
athletes have proven Ward's commitment to a well-rounded program by
excelling in the classroom as well.
In 2006-07, two teams won the OVC
Team Academic Achievement Award,
nine teams had over a 3.0 team GPA
and two athletes earned OVC Scholar
Athlete of the Year for their respective
sports.

The most recent spring semester
grade point average for all student-athletes surpassed 3.0.
"I'm pleased with what we have
accomplished and excited about what
the future has in store for this program," said Ward. "It's all about being
the best in everything we do and being
recognized for succeeding with integrity and class."
Under Ward's leadership, the
resources needed to create an environment in which MSU student-athletes
can achieve at the highest level are
being provided.
Roy Stewart Stadium sports a new
artificial playing surface, play clocks
and goal posts.
The track team will soon have a
newly-resurfaced track.
All student-athletes will benefit

from plans to remodel the weight room
with brand new state-of-the-art equipment. Before the start of the fall semester, the Weaver Academic Center will
be furnished with 30 new personal
computers to assist student-athletes
with their academic endeavors.
"If I could leave a lasting mark on
this program, it would be that every student-athlete leave Murray State with a
diploma in one hand and a championship ring, or two, on the other," Ward
said.
Ward, 40, came to Murray State
from the University of North Texas,
where he served in numerous capacities
over 14 years, including his last six
years as senior associate athletics director. A native of Rolla, Mo., Ward is a
1989 graduate of William Jewell
College and earned his masters degree
in sports administration from Wichita
State University.
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No Stops Required
TAYLOR MECHANIC
WINS 1ST BUS RACE
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
When Tim Holsapple lost a
school bus race at Kentucky
Lake Motor Speedway because
he slowed down for a caution,
flag, he counted the loss as a lesson learned.
So when the Taylor Motors
mechanic drove his camouflage
1993 Bluebird school bus into
first place last Saturday night at
the Calvert City track, he wasn't
letting off the gas this time until
he saw the black and white of
the checkered flag.
With Holsapple in the lead
late in the race and over half of
the buses stalled in the center of
the track — when the caution
flag came down once again —
Holsapple didn't see it this time.
Or did he?
"As long as she's running and
will go full throttle, you just
hold it down 'till they come out
and stop you." he said.
Which is exactly what he did,
becoming the first non-regular
at the track to win a bus race at
the speedway since its inception.
Holsapple began racing buses
in 2005, when Taylor Motors
owner Greg Taylor asked him if
he wanted to race in one of
Taylor's buses. So he decided to
try his hand at the sport and
entered an old 1979 big yellow
in the races at Kentucky Lake.
Until now, his luck on race
night had been mostly bad. In
the first heat of his first race, he

misjudged the speed of an intersecting bus and smashed into its
back end, bringing his evening
of racing to a premature halt.
A bus racing track is in the
shape of a figure eight, forcing
drivers to dodge intersecting
buses in the center and thrilling
crowds with plenty of carnage.
That accident — coupled with
being passed during a caution
flag — had rendered Holsapple
winless until Saturday, when he
finally drove his bus, "Road
Warrior," to victory.
After wrecking his first bus,
Holsapple
up
fixed
"Road Warrior" for his second
foray into bus racing. The
women at the shop painted it for
him, complete with the bus'
name in front and a Bible verse
from 2 Timothy on the side —
"Wise men still seek Him."
Holsapple said the verse is
significant in part because of the
book it comes from — his name
is Timothy. But he recommends
a change now that he's found the
winner's circle.
"It should be 1 Timothy this
time," he joked.
In the world of school bus
racing, where buses are usually
wrecked and rendered useless in
their first race. "Road Warrior,"
which just completed its third
race, is a virtual Cal Ripken, Jr.
in the sport. And she's not done,
either. Taylor thinks the bus and
its Cummins diesel engine has
•See HOLSAPPLE, 28

Hill
to join
Suns
STAR FORWARD
LEAVES MAGIC

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Tim Holsapple, a mechanic at Taylor Motors, poses with his bus,"Road Warrior," at Taylor's lot
on Tuesday afternoon. Last Saturday, Holsapple became the first non-regular to win a bus race
at Kentucky Lake Motor Speedway in Calvert City,

ST. LOUIS 3, ARIZONA 2

Cardinals escape with win over Diamondbacks
DP SAVES GAME FOR
STARTER WAINWRIGHT
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Before Miguel
Montero made contact. St. Louis second
baseman Aaron Miles was poised for
another of the Cardinals' season-high five
doable plays.
Miles started the last twin-killing on
Mantem's bouncer with the bases loaded,
finishing off the 3-2 victory over the
Arizona Diamondbacks on Thursday
night and giving the Cardinals consecutive one-run victories for only the second
time this season.
"I was making it happen in my head
before it happened, that's for sure." Miles
said. "It happened like we drew it up, you
might say."
Adam Wainwright camed a five-hit
hutout into the eighth inning for St.
)uis and Juan Encamacton hit a threen home run for the Cardinals.
"It's amazing what happens when you
AP
t them work, put the ball on the ground Cardinals closer Jason lsnnghausen celebrates with Albert Pujols (5) and
d throw strikes," Wamwnght said."My catcher
Yadier Molina after a 3-2 victory over Arizona on Thursday night at
tense was awesome behind me."
Busch Stadium.
Each of the infielders and Wainwnght
got the last one for the Cardinals. who
execute,
we
v.e
"If
ed a double play.
Wainwnght(7-7)induced four inning- took three of four from Arizona. The Diamondbacks manager Bob Melvin
,ing double plays and Jason Diamondbacks have lost five of six over- said. "We had a man on third and less
than two outs twice in the last two
.nghausen, who earned his 17th save. all

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
Grant Hill made seven NBA AllStar teams and won two college
championships. He also has
never been past the first round of
the NBA playoffs.
Hungry for a title, Hill is
leaving the Orlando Magic after
seven injury-plagued years to
join a perennial contender in the
Phoenix Suns, his agent said
Thursday.
The 34-year-old forward
agreed to a two-year deal worth
about $1.8 million for the first
year, with a second-year player
option for about $2 million,
agent Lon Babby said.
—There's no question he
could've gotten considerably
more money elsewhere, but that
was not the principle," Babby
said. "I think the most important
factor for him was the opportunity to make a meaningful contribution to a team competing
for the championship."
Hill was considering retirement or returning to Orlando for
another season. His seven-year,
$93 million contract finished
this season, and the Magic have
used it as a flashpoint for
rebuilding.
That salary-cap room was
earmarked for a free-agent scorer, and Orlando agreed to spend
it on Seattle SuperSonics forward Rashard Lewis, his agent
said this week. Teams cannot
discuss or complete deals until
the signing period begins
Wednesday. Citing those restrictions, the Magic and Suns
declined comment Thursday.
Hill has played about only a
third of Orlando's 574 regularseason games, and made the AllStar team just once since leaving
the Detroit Pistons.
This year was the first Hill
finished healthy since arriving
in Orlando in 2000 with an ankle
injury that eventually required
five operations.

innings and didn't get him in.
"We're not playing our best right now,
so we have to grind even harder our next
three games."
The Cardinals (39-43) are four games
below .54`30 for the first time since June 6,
when their record was 26-30. The
defending World Series champions
pulled to .5(X) (20-20) at home heading
into a three-game series against Barry
Bonds and the San Francisco Giants.
"This is an important win for us,"
manager Tony La Russa said. "How
important depends on what happens this
weekend."
Doug Davis (5-10) was hurt only by
Encarnacion's homer in seven innings
and the left-hander. who has a .074 career
average, added a rare hit.
Pinch-hitter Augie Ojeda's two-run
triple in the eighth off Randy Flores cut
the deficit to one.
Albert Pujols failed to homer for the
19th consecutive game, the longest
drought of his career in terms of games.
covering 62 at-hats. Pujols. tied for the
team lead with 16 homers, went 68 atAP
hats without a homer in 2002.
Grant Hill, a seven-time NBA
Encarnacion broke up a scoreless
game in the sixth. Ryan Ludwick doubled All-Star, is reportedly leaving
and Pujols walked before Encarnacion the Orlando Magic for a twolined a 1-1 pitch from Davis over the left- year deal with the Phoenix
Suns
field wall for his sixth of the season
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

KNIGHT'S OF THE DIAMOND: A
YSA baseball team sponsored by Knight's
Welding recently claimed the regular-season championship and the postseason tournament
title of the local Pony League. Members of the team pictured include
ifront row, from left) Zach Fortenberry, Brandon
Williams, Josh Fredenck, Robbie Frederick, (back row) coach Lydia
Cathey. Jesse Ryder, Justin Hill, Ryne Sheridan, Tyler Cooper
, Josh Humphreys, Torrance Williams and coaches Rick
Sheridan and Alan Ryder

FOOTBALL

Charges against Pacman'delayed
1

ES.'SI 1 COURT AWAITING 'ACTION FROM LAS VEGAS
MURFREESBORO,

Tenn.
Adam "Pacman- Jones
must wait to see how felony
charges filed against him in Las
%cps are handled before a
Tennessee
court
rules
on
whether the suspended NFL
player's plea bargain should be
rooked.
A new hearing was set for
3 to revisit the case.

Jart.

'1 think well have to Wait to
see what happens in Las Vegas
courts,Rutherford
County
General Sessions Court Judge
David Loughry said Thursday.
Jones, who quietly signed
autographs for others in court
Thursday while waiting for his
hearing. responded briefly to
reporters' questions AS he left the
courthouse.
"Tin going ii

get through

(the chargesi.- the Tennessee
Titans cornerback said.
Asked it he's canfident he
play pro football again.
Jones replied. "Of course I am.
will

The charges prosecutors were
trying to revive come from an
incident last August at a nightclub in Murfreesboro. Police
said Jones got Into an argument
with a woman, refused to leave
the club and shouted profanities
at officers.
Loughry
had agreed in
January to dismiss the charges
and expunge Jones' record if he
behaved himself for six months.
But District Attorney General
William Whitesell filed a peti-

nection with a Feb. 19 fight and
triple-shooting at a Las Vegas
strip club.
Jones is scheduled to appear
in court in Las Vegas on July 23
and a preliminary hearing date
will be set then, his attorney
Worrick Robinson said.
Robinson asked Loughry to
dismiss the charges as he had
planned to do. arguing that
Jones had not been convicted of
anything in Las Vegas and was
not charged on solid evidence.
'There are merely allegations
based on hearsay,- he said.
Assistant
Thomas

AllWICan League
East Division
W
GB
t.
Boston
53 31
Toronto
41 43
12
New York
40 42
12
Baltimore
37 47
16
Tampa Bay
33 51
20
Central Division
W
L
GB
Cleveland
51 34
Detroit
49 34
1
Minnesota
43 41
7 1/2
37
1212
Chicago
45
Kansas City
36 49
15
West Division
W
L
GB
Los Angeles
52 33
Seattle
46 36
412
Oakland
44 41
8
Texas
36 49
16
Thursday's Scores
Detroit 12 Cleveland 3
N r Yankees 7 Minnesota 6
Boston 15 Tampa Bay 4
Chicago White Son 11 Baltimore 6
A Angels 5 Texas 2
Oakland 3 Seattle 2
Today's Games
Minnesota (Baker 2-3) at Chicago
White Sox /Garland 6-5) 1 05 pm lst
game
Boston (Tavarez 5-6) at Detroit )Meter
3-2) 6 05 p m
L A Angels (Colon 6-41 ai NY Yankees
(Pettitte 4-61 6 05 p m
Cleveland (Lee 5-41 at Toronto
(Hawley 9-3). 607 pm
Tampa Bay (Shields 6-4) at Kansas City
(Perez 4-7), 7 10 p m
Minnesota (Garza 0-0) at Chicago
White Sox (G Floyd 0-0), 7 11 pm,2nd
game
Baltimore (Guthrie 4-2) at Texas (Loe 56) 7 35 p m
Seattle (Weaver 2.6) at Oakland (Haren
10-2/ 905pm
Saturday's Games
Cleveland (Cannona 9-4) at Toronto
(Marcum 4-21 12 07 p m
LA Angels (Lackey 11-5) at NY
Yankees iCiemens 2-3) 2 55 p m
Minnesota (Bonser 5-5) at Chicago
White Sox (Buehle 5-4) 2 55 p m
Seattle (F Hernandez 4-4) at Oakland
(Harden 1.1) 3 05 p m
Boston (Gabbard 2-Olaf Detroit
IBonderman 9-1/ 6 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Sonnanstine 1-3) at
Kansas City (Meche 5-61 6 10 p m
Baltimore (Bedard 6-4) at Texas
(McCarthy 45) 7 35 p m

National League
East Division
W
L
GB
New Yon,
47 37
Atlanta
45 41
3
Phtladephia
43 42
41/2
Florida40 48
Washington
34 51
13 1/2
Central Division
W
L
GB
Milwaukee
48 37
Chicago
43 41
4 1/2
Si Louis
39 43
7 122
Patsburgh
38 47
10
Houston
37 49
11 1/2
Cincinnai
33 52
15
West DIVIIII0f1
W
L
GB
San Diego
48 36
Los Angeles
48 38
1
Arizona
47 40
2 1/2
Colorado
42 43
6 1/2
San Francisco
36 47
11 1/2
Thursday's Scores
Pittsburgh 6, Milwaukee 3
Florida 3 San Diego 2
Chicago Cubs 4, Washington 2
Cincinnati 6 San Francisco 3
St Louis 3, Arizona 2
N Y Mets 6 Houston 2
Atlanta 8 L A Dodgers 6
Today's Games
Chicago Cubs (Marquis 6-4) at
Pittsburgh (Maholm 4-11), 6 05 p m
Milwaukee (Bush 6-7) at Washington
(Bacsik 2-5). 605 pm
Anzona (Owings 5-3) at Cincinnati
(Lohse 4-101,6 10 p.m
N V Mets (Peltrey 0-6) at Houston
(Rodnguez 5-7), 705 p.m
San Francisco (Lowry 8-6) at St Louis
(Maroth 5-2). 7:10 p.m
Philadelphia (KeindriCk 3-0) at Colorado
(Francis 8-5). 8.05 p m
Atlanta (Carlyle 2-2) at San Diego
(Germano 5-2), 905 pm
Florida (Willis 7-7) at L A. Dodgers
(Billingsley 5-0), 940 p.m.
Saturday's Games
Atlanta (Smoitz 9-5) at San Diego
(D Wells 4-5), 2 55 pm
N Y Mets (Glavine 7-6) at Houston
(W Wiltiams 4-10),6 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Litty 7-4) at Pittsburgh
(Van Benschoten 0-2). 605 pm
Milwaukee (Suppan 8-71 at Washington
(Simontacchi 5-6), 6:05 pm
Anzona (Webb 8-61 at Cincinnati
(Bailey 2-2) 6 10 p m
San Francisco (Lincecum 3-2) at St
Louis (Looper 6-6) 6 15 p m
Philadelphia (Moyer 7-6) at Colorado
(Lopez 4-2), ros p m
Florida (Mitre 2-4) at LA Dodgers
(Lowe 8-7). 9 10 p m

AP

District Attorney

Titans cornerback Adam
"Pacman" Jones, center, Its
tens during a hearing in
General Sessions Court on
Thursday in Murfreesboro,
Tenn

Parkcrson

tion June 22 asking Loughry to
reinstate
misdemeanor
the

said the
charges alone were enough to
show Jones did not satisfy the
condition of his pica agreement

counts after )(Hits Was named in
felony coercion charges in con-

to remain on "good and lawful"
behavior.

ing the high and outside route in
orner%. whereas many get
bogged down in the mud when

right foot.

payout. he was A little disgrun-

'There is where you past have
to be consistent.- he said.

tkd.

•Holsapple
From Page 1B
one more race in it
heat', at the speedway generally consist till III laps alIWO the
quarter•mile 1744 k while the feature races last for 15 lap.
Hy the end of the race, the
maionty of the buses wind up
stalled in the centei of the track,
posing as roadblocks tor drivers
that manage to keep then hoses
mining
Holsapple said most buses
that stall have either lost all their
coolant or blown an engine

"Road ‘Narrii)r.at 4045

miles

which tops out

per

hour on

straightaways. has not had that
problem. however
liolsapple said he manages to
avoid s
• ot the problems
other Insets ensoUttlet by tak-

they try to cut low and inside.
With a large and stal cheer-

"Anything

ing section made up of supporters
from
Taylor
Motors,
liolsapple started Saturday's
leature race neck-and-neck. with
an orange bus advertising the
TV show *The Simpsons.-

can

Somebody can stop in front of
you. you can lose a tire, any -

since they had an outside winner, they had no payout."
While he would have liked to

At one point, another driver
cut into the hack of his bus, temporanly slowing him down. But

have had the money. Holsapple
seemed pretty content with the
victory itself as he took "Road

Holsapple, decked out in his
"fireproof' racing outfit —
flannel shirt and goggles — kept

Boosted by his supporters -two of whom held up cutouts ot
a horses head and an apple and
took turns shouting "horse- and

Warrior- for a spin around the
lot at Taylor Motors Tuesday

his cool and found the checkered flag.

"apple••

Holsapple took the
lead somewhere around the seventh lap and kept it for the

Alter taking several celebratory victory hips, llolsapple left
the track to claim his prize — a

remainder of the race.
After the Simpsons bus got
stalled in traffic, Holsapple
emoyed a large lead. but neser

But when he had to inquire
about the trophy 's whereabouts

even considered

and was told there would he no

relaxing

"That's what I was thinking
about when I was taking my vietry laps.- he said. "I guess

happen.

trophy and a SI.001) monetary

afternoon.
"I have a three-and-a-hall year-old grandson — he calls it
a 'spool bus.•- he said. "He
came down for the race and 1
knew he would be disappointed

reward.

his

he didn't get to ride, so we came
up here Ito the lot) at 10 at night
and Just drove
around. Ifs tun.-

around

and

TOURNEY WINNERS: Winners of the recent Night,
Night Baby Golf Tournament for the Lite House Care
Center include (from left) Trevor Mathis, Ricky
Alexander, Kenny Wyatt and Blame Hansen. Second
place went to Jeff Henderson. Jared Henderson,
Ricky
Atkins and Greg Cohoon. while Gregory Gilbert,
Tim
Robison. Mike Adkins and Matt McCue took
third.
Nathan Smith claimed the putting and chipping contest
.
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NO PROBLEM

TODAY
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in the lace with a drive and
tossed his putter in frustration at
his hag several trines.

Congressional Country Club.
Woods bogeyed the first two
holes of his own tournament on

The last time 'Woods played
competitive round here, he finished 19th at the 1997 U.S.

Thursday before rain forced a
bnef delay When play resumed.
it didn't get any better. By the
time his round was over, he had

Open.

missed a 2-foot tap-in, hit a man
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Tiger struggles in 1st
round of own tourney

V)

IV Schedule
Today
AUTO RACING
7 paL
FSPI42 -.NASCAR. Busch
Winn-Doas 250
at Daytona Beach Fla
0010010
0:30
ESP/42 — LightVIVIcheli Hate
CarllOball 130-5-11 vs wagon as u
126-7-3) at Tampa, Fla Oterne-day
Wel
GOLF
2 p_at
IOC -- PGA Tour AT&T liessonet wt.
and muncl at Bethesda Ilad
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
pit.
TBS
at son Diego

His scorecard in the first
round of the inaugural AT&T
National included seven bogeys
in a 3-over round of 73, tied for
77th place and seven shots
behind foe co-leaders: Vijay
Singh. Jim Furyk, K.J. Choi, Joe
Ogilvie and Stuart Appleby.
Woods putted 34 times,
including three three-putts, and
he missed every attempt longer
than g feet.
"It's one of the worst putting
rounds I have had in years."
Woods said. "I'm going to have
to figure out something for
(Friday) because evidently what
I'm doing is not even close to
being right. I've got to fix it.
I've got to get hack in this tournament
On the final day of the U.S.
Open in 1997. he finished his

round and said. "The suffering's
over This golf course heat me
up
This time, he was ready to
heat up his putter

:,"
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City of Hazel
July 2007 - June 5008 Fiscal Year Budget
An ordinance adopting the City of Hazel. Kentucky annual
budget for Fiscal Year
July 1,2007 through June 30. 2008

Estimating revenues and resources and appropnaung funds for the operation of
city government, Ordinance No. 23.003, an ordinance dated May 7, 2007, to adopt
a general budget for the City of Hazel. On a motion by Nancy Mieure, second by Pat
Latimer, the City Commission voted to adopt Ordinance No 23.003 relating to general budget for Fiscal Year July 1,2007, through July 30,2008, on the second reading June 4, 2007. In accordance with State Law KRS 91a.030. Motion carried on a
yes vote
Whereas, an annual budget proposal and message has been prepared and delivered
to the City Commission and whereas. the City CO1=11.se1On has renewed such budget proposal arid now, there, be it ordained by the City of Hazel.

:do

!ton

SECTION I:
That the annual budget for Fiscal year beginning July 1, 2007 and ending June 30,
2008, is hereby adopted as follows
GENERAL
ROAD
FUND
AID
FIRE
Resources Available
Fund Balance Carried Forward
186,224.00
60,845 00
34,710 00
Property & Tangible Taxes
38,400.00
11,496 00
Franchise & Telecommunication Tax
4.900.00
Auto Tax
8,100.00
Intergovernmental Revenue
6,136.00
6,600.00
Interest
4,000.00
Total Available for Appropriations
246,759 00
67,445.00
46,205.00
Appropriations
General Government
Fire
Streets
'natal Appropriations

58,42500
5,100.00
58.425.00

Estimated Fund Balance
End of Fiscal Year
188,334.00
SECTION Ii
That this ordinance shall be effect on July 1, 2007
Janice Wilkinson
Attest: City Clerk

35,000 00
35,000 00

5,10000

32,445.00

41,105.00

Kerry L

Help Wanled

BOOKKEEPER
MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL
JOB DESCRIPTION: Perform a vanety of secretanal and clencal duties
to assist the Principal with routine administrative tasks and coordinate
school office activities; perform public relations and communication services for the Principal; budget and maintain financial records in cooperation with all school and district staff; prepare financial reports; initiate and
maintain purchase orders; ensure the guidelines for school bookkeeping
are followed as outlined by the Kentucky Department of Education; collect, review, maintain and submit accurate payroll records for school personnel to Distnct office; ensure policies and procedures of the school
and the school district are followed; Administer first aid to ill and injured
students; Maintain confidential information and perform daily duties in a
busy, fast-paced environment: perform other duties as assigned.
QUALIFICATIONS: High School Diploma or G. E. D.; Bookkeeping
experience. Must have at least two years experience in office responsibilities involving public contact. Knowledge of basic accounting practices and procedures as well as general office duties; Excellent computer
skills and experience with financial software and automated recordkeeping systems; Experience with Excel, Microsoft Word or similar program;
Excellent interpersonal skills using tact, patience and courtesy; Ability to
work confidentially; Excellent organizational skills and the ability to work
cooperatively with others. Willingness to make a long-term commitment to the lob. Applications are available at the Murray Board of
Education, 208 South 13th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. E0E.
Please send a resume & letter of application to Murray Board of
A
Education, Attn: Bookkeeper Position 208 S 13th Street, Murray. KY
42071. Deadline for applications is July 13, 2007.

Vaaseur

Mayor

060
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Help Wessel
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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$8.25 Column Inch, 601 Discount 2nd Run,
40cT Discount 3rd Run.
All J,Arts Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$3.35 .er column inch extra for Monde (Sh..." Guide)

BLUEGRASS Gardens
Daylily Farm. 684
Crossland Rd., Murray
(783S). Wed.-Sat. 104:30, pots $2.50 & up.
www.bluegrassgardens.net
COME to where the
likes bloom.
Outside Inn Daykly
Nursery
565 Magness Rd
Hardin, KY
Mon.-Sat..
8AM-6.30PM
437-4015, 703-7059
500 new varieties
FREELANCE
Photography.
Families, weddings,
mugger*.
270-2104173
LISA'S Turbo Tanning
in Mayfield has 2
booths for rent $50 00
week each. (270)2478008 or 705-1521

54449
weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001
NEED ice/ Sandra D's
254 a scoop. 293-3816
NOW taking orders for
sweet corn, Bodacious
Peaches & Cream.
Candy Corn & Solver
Queen Larry Tucker
Farms (270)489-2477

Peaches
&
Cream
!=

e U.S.
ed his
tring's
at me

SWEET
CORN

idy to

435-4323

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk Although persons
and companies mentioned
are
herein
believed to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility ovhatsoever for their activities

Lail And Found
Solid Black Male Cat
Missing from S 9th
Street/Glendale Road
Reward
since 6/29
for return
Call 978-1677

Help Wintsd
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Full-time LPN
We otter competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky Apply in
person at Brotthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
CPA or CPA candidate.
FuN time position with
Murray, KY CPA arm
involving income tax
and auditing responsiCompetitive
bilities
salary and bassets
Please sand a personal
Office
resume to
Manager. Howe
Melton. LLP, 301 Maple
St. Murray, KY 42071
14-ELP WANTED
Part/Full Bffie 3 shlfts
dotty 7 days a weak
Slihr Our paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now
1-81847440115 or
wow 1888974Lobacorn

CUSTOMER Support
"Representatives
Needed: Full- and
offering
part-time
phone support to customers. Min one-year
7ollege and computer
skills 8 must.
Email resumes to
andtceOpowerclaim corn
Dr mail to Hawkins
Research, 406 N 4th
St, Murray, KY 42071.
A child needs you(
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murraylettger.corn.
you will be redirected
to yobnetWOra.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
US if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings. Thank you
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
FULL time convenience store maintenance position available Responsibilities
will include lot. building
& light equipment
Must
maintenance
have valid drivers
license & dependable
transportation
Applications may be
pocked up at BP truck
stop. 2185 US Hwy.
641 North in Murray
EOE
GREEN ACME IR corm* hiring for the tot
lowing position
LPN/RN 8A-6P-Sat 8
Sun. work 12 hrs get
pd 18 or pick up 1 shift
during weak and be
tug time. Anyone interested in becoming part
of Our team may apply
in person at Green
Acres HeaNh Care,
402 W. Farthing St.,
Mayfield, KY 42086
NURSE Practitioner or
Assistant
Physician
needed part-time at the
Allergy & Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky
Please send resume
with references to 2957
US Hwy 841N Murray,
KY 42071

West Kentucky Educational Cooperative is
accepting applications for a full-time (five. 7.5
hour days per week) Administrative Assistant
to work with grant funded projects. Knowledge
of Microsoft Office essential. Responsibilities
include: Basic bookkeeping, coordinating registration and assisting in professional training
opportunities for educational professionals,
developing brochures and correspondence. and
other duties commensurate with organizational
goals. High school education or equivalent
required. Salary commensurate with years of
experience and educational background.
Health and Life Insurance Benefits included.
Employment immediately available.
Interested candidates must submit a resume of
professional and educational experience, three
references, and a letter of interest to:
John C.Settle, Executive Director
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
420 Wells Hall, Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3318

Help Warded
MEDICAL office seeks
experienced person for
F/T position in
Insurance, coding, collections and management. Insurance skills
are a requirement and
management skills are
preferred. Send
resume & references
to: P.O. Box 1040-P
Murray, KY 42071
MURRAY Real Estate
Sales
or
Auction
License. July
16August 4 class.
270-223-0789/
270-647-1972
deloiseadams0 yahoo.
corn
The Place to
Start.

Murray

Ledger 8 Times

060
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NATIONAL CALL
CENTER EXPANDING
30 new positions avilabie. Earn $7-$16 per
hour.
No
selling.
Training provided. If
you have a pleasant
voice, good communication skills, and are
dependable, call
762-9913
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting
registration for the
class which begins
Sept. 8, 2007.
You will be trained on
for
Saturdays
11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present 'job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms.
visit
our
website
www.bohledental.corn
or call our office
Dr. Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!
PULMO Dose
Pharmacy in Murray,
KY is seeking RTs and
RNs to join our clinical
team. Schedule may
include nights and/or
weekends. Please
send resume to Pulmo
Dose Pharmacy P 0
Box 1600 Murray, KY
42071 or e-mail elizabeth.cain@rotech.corn
010
Dariestic &Childcare
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses. I have
20 years experience.
270-759-9553
WILL clean houses,
reasonable rates.
(270)366-4049

Resumes will be accepted through Jul} 20.
2907.
Inquines should be directed to John C. Settle at
270-809-6975.
The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative is an
equal opportunity employer

HELP WANTED
REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase Distnct Health Department is
seeking qualified applicants for a Nurse
Supervisor I for the Calloway County Health
Center. Duties include, but not limited to,
providing routine & specialty clinics for
adult & pediatric, family planning, inununizations. WIC and other public health care
services. This is a full-time, benefit position.
Education. an Associate degree or diploma
from an accredited college. university, or
school of nursing. Current active RN license
from the Kentucky Board of Nursing. Three
(3) years of nursing experience in the Local
Health Department system having successfully demonstrated competencies. No pnor
supervisory experience required.
Salary based on education and experience
with the entry-level hourly wage as S19.38.
Possible increase in hourly wage first year.
package.
Excellent
benefit
fringe
Applications may he secured at any area
Purchase Distnct Health Center. Pre-employment screening required. Transcnpts and
copies of RN license MUST accompany
applications and must be received by the end
of business on July 16, 2007 EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

RN or LPN needed for
busy medics/ practice
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-X. Murray.
KY 42071

Enjoy Foster
Parent/rig, reward
yourself by making a
difference CaN
1 -886-30-NECCO

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071
BRIGGS & STRATTON is seeking employees to work on the afternoon shift (4:00 p.m. 12:30 a.m.). Positions are available on the seasonal production line. Part-time schedules will
be available for I 6-hour work weeks,
Tuesday/Thursday. and 24-hour work weeks,
Monday /Wednesday /Friday. Benefits include
paid holidays, productivity rewards and
employee appreciation events. A drug screen
and background check is required and provided by the company. Applications will be available to those individuals who apply in person
at the Murray BRIGGS & STRATTON Plan(
at 110 Main Street between the hours of 8:00
a.m. and 2:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
July 9th -July 12th or you may apply online at
www.bnggsandstratton.com. Applications will
remain active for 90 days. Please come prepared to provide previous employment history
and references (previous factory experience
preferred). Come and join a company with an
established reputation of excellence. BRIGGS
& STRATTON is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.

BRIGGS & STRATTON

FORMER
childcare
teacher and college
graduate has openings
for childcare in my
home. CPR/First Aid
Certified and excellent
references. 227-4962
HOME daycare providing childcare for ages
0-3 years. Provider is
mother of one with
background in child
development. Located
in town. Weekly rates
are $80 per child, discount available for two
or more children.
759-4649
WILL babysit in my
home. Murray area.
Monday-Friday. 8AM5PM, ages 1-3yrs.
$75 weekly.
753-7694
120
Comeau*
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556
Want to Buy

SATELLJTES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound,
coax, HDMI & component cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St.
759-0901
STRAW for sale, $2.50
bale. 489-2436. If no
answer, leave message.
Appliances
GOOD used washer
and dryer for sale Call
227-2039.
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270)753-1713
WHITE Kenmore
stove. Working well.
$150. 901-831-8163

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

160
Home Furnishings

I BUY running or
fixable cars, trucks.
vans, tractors farm &
construction
equipment ATVs.
campers. motorhomes
trailers almost anything 270-970-1010

LEATHER sofa, chair,
& ottoman. Excellent
condition. $750
759-1854
180
Low & Garden

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

COMMERCIAL bush
hog lawnmower. ZTR,
60" cut, 300 hours,
$4,500. Excellent condition. Call 227-1647

OWNER
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges, FINANCE
gas heaters, air condi- '98 3BR 2BA $5,000
tioners,
baseboard down $645 month. 1
heaters. Used carpet- acre. Murray area.
753-1011
ing. 753-4109
1997 28x70 38R 28A
%5 \ I
Ill
Must
be
moved
It \K CARS
(270)527-6604
•l'c
pt pick-up
GOVERNMENT
a aliable
FUNDS FOR 1ST
•Itt,t
TIME HOME BUYKM:1 Si To POETS
ERS! Zero down l Your
753-5500
land or family land
731-584-4926 Ends
August 15
Mobile Home Late For Rol
20 church pews, white
oak. 270-345-2075
7 days & nights in
Branson MO (July 714), studio condo in
heart of entertainment
district. Made reservation, cannot go- will
sacrifice for $250.00.
753-1769 or 293-6181
A-GRADE Laminate
flooring in stock- $.69
per sq. ft.
(270)443-4590
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
parh 2704q28614

$110 per month. Newer
homes only. 492-8488

1 & 2 kir apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR furnished or
unfumished.low utilities, no lease required,
no pets. $245/mo.
753-3949

1BR near MSU, other
Calloway County locations available.
'idol-1.31 History & appliances. Coleman
Family History
RE 753-9898
Books
IBM. various locations.
759-4938
$200-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
75'3-2350
2 br garage apt. near
LAMINATE Flooring
downtown Murray,
Over 1000 boxes in
appliances, no pets
stock Many colors$400/mo. 753-8705
low prices
28R
2BA duplex with
(270)443-4590
garage 270-753-7457
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
or 270-227-3054
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection. Great
Prices! 753-0530
PRE-FINISHED hardwood flooring starting
at $1 69 so. ft
Loading Dock of
(270)443-4590
Murray Ledger &
WEDDING Dress. sire
Times
2. Cinderella look,
includes everything
First Come
5200.00.
(731)844-0650
First Serve
WE have Truck loads
Pleas*
or ceramic tile. $.39 sn
No Phone Cells
ft & up. (270)443-4590

Free
Pallets

411 • 1- riday, July 6, 2007

Calhoun Construction,LLC

Carden/Essex Downs
.Npartments

HUGE 4 FAMILY
YARD SALE

I sus Diuguid Onse • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
(lour and fwo Bedroom Apartments

1608 N. 16th.,
Northwinds M.H. Park
Fri. & Sat.

Central Heal And Au
A,coolie Applications

,
Mice Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Int

21311 duplex, nice
OW& appliances furnished. Venous loc.abons. Coleman RE
753-9008
2EIR duplex. 1304-A
Valleywood. $425 per
month. 759.9920, 293'444
28R near MSU, C/H/A,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9896
31311 28A duplex. fireplace, dining room.
Coleman RE 753-9898

baby bed & changing table, high chair, baby
clothes (6-24 mos ) boys clothes (8-14),
pressure washers tools, push mower, TVs,
furniture, household items, antiques, knives &
straight razors

PR
INNISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
'Sate 6 clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

5,000. sq.ft building.
.785 acres High traffic
location. Ky. 121Bypass Steve Zee
4BR 2BA. all appli- 270-227-8857 David
ances. central H/A. H Miller Real Estate
Coleman RE 753-9096 and Property
Management
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
IBR $29000
il Prop For Rest
2BR $34000
3BR $42500
OFFICE or retail space
SIO0 deposit special
available Pnrne boaqualified applicants
ion 753-2905.
Office hours 8 2
293-1480
Mon Fri
UPSTAIRS floor 401-A
Call today for appoint- Maple. 4,000 *q.t. or
ment
can be divided private
75341221
restrooms,
offices,
NEWER -113R I bath counter space. cabiWfD. OW. low utilities. nets conference room
close to university 270-978-0698
1325 (270)556-8021
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt., wafer
paid available now, no AKC Maltese 3 males,
1 female
pets 753-5900
Hypoallergemc. shots
NOW LEASING
wormed Ready
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts 8
7730/07 Taking
We accept Section
deposits $550-S600
8 vouchers
5-2885.
(270)34
Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal
(2701705-6603
402 Northwood Dr
DOG Obedience
Monday.
436-2858.
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4964.
REGISTERED Great
Equal Housing
Dane puppies. 5OPPonunoty
mass. 2-lemales, WDD #1-800-648-6056 ants on premises
$6504750.
RED OAKS APTS.
(270)759-1771
Special
puppies
SHIH-TZu
5'00 Deposit
AKC. CKC. dew claws
1914 $325
shots
removed,
2014 $375
&
wormed. male
Call Today!
female $300- $350
753-416418.
270-251-0310 after 11
Avenue & AM
Story
Southwood duplexes
Alt appliances includTurd SIN
ed 767 9948

YARD SALE
1704 Melrose Dr.

Saturday
oversized chair, oak
entertainment center
Rainbow vacuum
cleaner, crossbow
workout machine
kids clothes size 7-8
womens clothes L
XL home acces
sones etc

M

YARD SALE
1775 Old
Newburg Rd., 6
miles on 94 E,
right on Old
Newburg Rd., 1.7
miles on right
Saturday
7AM-7
clothes, toys, household items. etc

340
MOVING SALE
1510
Oxford Dr.
Canterbury Sub.
Saturday
July 7th
8 00am-2:00pm

1
„
28F-1
C ii A
*modeled
attached garage. $700
per month plus deposit
1504 Belmont. No pets
270-293-4602
31314 Stone house
w:garage & outbuildings, located close to
4-way stop at Hardin.
12701527-9981 or 7035004
NICE 3814 213A witr
carport $650. Lellee
no pets 753-7467
227-3054
"c""F°' R9n1

BIG YARD
SALE
2100
Brookhaven Dr.
Sat., July 7
toys, clothes 8
more toys. etc

YARD SALE
211
S. 11th St.
Saturday
7:00am
Appliances, bed,
boat, clothes &
household items

YARD SALE
218 West Dr. in
the East Y
Subdivision
Fri & Sat.

YARD
SALE
1605

_Kirkwood Dr.
Sat., July 7

. AaF Warehousing
Seer AISU $20-50
753- 7688

8AM-1 2PM
assorted Mmns $1
each

13( Ma:ENN
sl 11-N1OR %LI
N Bow Mem w Sue11.1 121k across floes
N'aihinal Omani
59-5555
SS 1 NIIN
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
¶ 1 91 Mein
(270) 753-6266
Ceill (270) 293-4183
tiam • 4pm NI-F

MI.RENTALS
M1N1-STORAGR

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
Fundraiser/. for
Basekball Team
166
Furchee Trail
94W. loft on
Furchwe Trail.
lust past The
Rod Barn
Saturday
8:00-12:00
F garniture hovel,
hold Nome books
ilothee & some
web:loan

?lima renting
ar -.415 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
fliflORFIAv Store aro
Lock presentrv has
°rims available
753 2905 ix 753 7S3h

Check us out
on the Web!

NEON BEACH 1
MINI-STORAGE
Size Units
Avail*
Now Have
Climate Control

753-3553

*
108 Rob Mason Road
3BR IBA on beautiful 2.7 acre
lot. New roof, central H/A,
second garage with work space.
519-0261 •753-5742

FOR SALE

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
94E to 280, turn
right on Hwy.
1536. 479-A
Outland School
Road
Saturday
7AM-2PM
something for
everyone

GARAGE
SALE
506 S. 16th
Saturday

8AM-2PM

270-293-8098

506 S. 7th St.
Saturday
furniture
kitchenware
clothes, tools,
dishwasher, etc

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

MCKINNEY INS.
100 N.5TH STREET

753-3500

3-FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
756 Utterback rd.
Thurs-Sat 7/5-7/7
7am-?
Boys & girls ciothesinfant through
toddler. Playstabon 2
games. DVD's &
CD's, luniors clothes
sizes 0-4, new with
tags baby items.
rritsc household
items

Serving Western KY since 1991.
We specialize in tree trimming,

USED TIRES
11 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

668 Groan Plain Rd.

llHql
--

tree removals & logging.
Quality work for quality

270-519-4353

f:14

Lifetime glass breakage warranty o
2004 Jeep Grand
Cherokee Laredo. 4.0
liter automatic, 48.000
miles. excellent condition, $16,000
270-474-8726

;BR. IBA, 1.350 Sq.Ft Completely Remodeled'
New CHA, Tile, Appliances. Closetmaid cltNets.
much more. $79,900

vinyl replacement
windows by:

RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899
"'MU

Used Cars
2000 Ford Escort ZX2,
automatic, air cond.,
89.xxx miles. $3,200
Ph 530-0281
1995 Ford Taurus
Clean car 759-4908

;BR, 28A. 1.510 Sq.Ft. Like new and move-ui
ready' Beautiful hardwood floors' 2-Car A/G +
Shop $114,900
To see more pictures, visit us on the
web at www.creativepropertysolvers.com.
Or call at 270-761-HOME
to arrange a showing.

'95 Monte Carlo Z34,
91,xxx miles. loaded.
$3,850 OBO 270-4365356. 270-293-6953
1995 Red Corvette
Coupe, 59k, loaded,
$14.500, excellent.
753-4404 227-8710

FOR SALE
81 ME! I AM MOVE IN READ)
MS WEST GROVE.$1181011.00
21' Shasta bumper
pull New tires, $2.500
767-0843
Boob &Mars
I AM LOOKING FOR A NEW OViNIK
;91 WNW ELI. ROAD - 1147,000.00

/V lit
TEAM REALT1

1985 22ft. Cruiser w
350, 5K
1987 17tt Bayliner
w/85 horse outboard.
$1,700.
Both w/cuddis & trailers
lust serviced. 270-2934091

1900N 12th St Suite 1
Murray KY 42071

530
Services Offered
It I \I I. \vas:Hint.,

kl
1 kN% N

1.100sq It home +300
sq ft upstairs. 13650
641N.
Hwy
US
Puryear, TN. Must be
moved. $10.000-080
(270)293-1437 Dan
38R 28A country home
with 7 acres Call for
appointment
270-293-4562
3I3R 28A, west of
Murray. $105,000 Call
293-2269
68R 38A, ¶-1'2 acre lot
near lake, built in 1994
$85 000 080
1-517-290-1628
F SI30 Gatesborough
in-level Ground levelentry hall. laundry
room, bath, den/bedroom rebuilt-in cherry
computer center Main
fiving•room
floor •
w/wood burning gas
logs fireplace. built-ins.
plantation shutters, formal OR, kitchen- stainless appliances. pantry,
Florida room Marro
floor ceilings 10-ft.
Upstairs 38R, 2- large
walk-in closets. 28A.
Flooring- Hardwood,
rnexican tile & bee*.
MR* 8, stairway carpeted, Inground pool
with Lanai 293-2418 for
viewing 1250.000

k

• I
leiMe: 12701753-7616

i 270i2r-34132

2711-436-55117

PRESERVE the past
on DVD, convert your
home VHS tapes to
DVD Preserve your
Addition.,. Roofing.
home movies today by
Deck% & Horne Repair
ring them to
transfer
(270)753-1499
753-9297 or
Call
DVD
(731) 247-5464
227-5818
painting,
CATHY'S
QUALITY
prices.
Wallpapering. Painting, affordable
Cleaning 270- 227References available.
6606 731-498-8904
Cabinet and furniture
g & refmi
finishin
CHASE & Mike
shing Faux finishing
Stockwell's Metal
270-703-6002
Roofing & Vinyl
Siding. 759-1085.
227-6238

& =MUM

_

coLr
CONSTRUCTION
metal roofs, siding.
replacement windows.
Sawn moms
Work guaranteed

866-832-3230

(270)753-1900

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!

people.

Call 753-5606

MULTI
FAMILY
YARD SALE
707 Chestnut St.
July 6-7
7AM-3PM
range hood. TVs. fun lure, cookware. canning )ars knitting supplies gardening supplies. guitar FlaItzgral
pictures & frames

KUSTOM KUT
TREE COMPANY

REMODELED AND
PRICED TO SELL"

furniture, rugs,
toys, books, lots of
miSC

MOVING
SALE

CommercialIResidential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

11111
MA Pat

rooms,
l,arage, New Mortar-Rub Exterior $265,000
104 Chad Wayne Dr. - Saratoga Springs
Please call for appointment

General Contracting

ORIGINAL Harley
Davidson Sturgis shovel head. $4,500. 68
custom shovel head
$7,000 0130.
(270)978-1851 or
978-2385

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Darr.9euriours
Braces & HOCK Joists
.wrnodeling & Plumbing
Gafitmont Owner

Do insurance Won.
sa MasterCard Amoco

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
& Landscaping
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227.4611

731-247-5422

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
Hill Electric DAVID'S Cleaning sources reliable, but
Since 19645
do occur.
Service All external inaccuracies
24 noun sanveca
this
using
s
Reader
fences
Vinyl,
g
cleanin
Res., Com . & Ind
information do so at :
All Real Estate adveretc (270)527-7176
Licensed & Insured
risk.'
own
their
tised in the newspaper
All jobs - big or small
DNJ HANDYMAN
Although persons and
IS subject to the
YARD SALE
YARD SALE
We do all the odd lobs companies mentioned
753-9562
Federal Fair Housing
you don't have time
herein are believed to
3048 Hwy. 641N
amendas
1968,
of
Act
Lamb's
67
436-28
for
902-A Southwood
be reputable, The
Tree
Riley's Used
which makes it illeional
ed.
Profess
roofs.
,
siding.
Painting
Cain's,
Dr.. behind
Murray Ledger a
gal to advertise any
Service Complete tree
Furniture
decks
across from the
Tomes nor any of its
preference, limitation,
remover, etc. Insured
Parking Lot
38
293-54
soccer tieici
employees accept any
or discnmination based
436-5141 A-AFFORDSat., July 7
July 7 • 6AM-1PM
color, religion
. Clean
responsibility whatsorace
on
Hauling
ABLE
8AM-2PM
sex, or national ore*
ever for thee activities
out garages. gutters
furniture
Nascar Barbie
or an intention to make
funk & tree work
microwave in mint
I10[itI
WNBA Barbie
y
any such preference
A to B Moving Local
Sate Aaskances o a e • . WEST Callowa
washer
on,
conditi
discnmi
or
blue
on,
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limitati
Development.
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County
and
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dryer, portable dish
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recliner gets clothes
Track hoe, dozer work,'
moves Call Bnan at Sam,
resit mast .Opi
washer & more
will not knowingly
T
backhoe & septic sys0-37 lots of mist
270-705-4156
27-2
270-2
.
accept any advertising
terns
A-1 Joe's Mower
for real estate which is
For sale top soil. gravFUTRELL'S Tree
repair Pick-up. delivYARD SALE
4
in violation of the law
el
Service
ery 436-2887
In front of
Our readers are hereby
Trimming, removal. Will build you a home
A-1 Stump Removal
GENERATION
all
that
informed
stump grinding, fire- to Suit your needs
Book Rack
insured
Fully
dwellings advertised in
Lots for sale Landon
YARD SALE
wood. insured
437-3044.
519 S. 12th
this newspaper are
Hilts Subdivision
489-2839
MAN
HANDY
AAA
day
Satur
331 Kirksey Rd
available on an equal
270-210-3781.
ry
carpent
4rt
of
Iv
types
04
NI
FLA,
8am-2pm
opportunity basis'
270-559-2032
Fri. & Sat
additions decks
Cancel if rain
7AM-7
MANAGENIENT
Hauling. clean up iunk
INDOW
Clarinet, desk, T
Garaoe yards
C11.1- %%OM:
i.,kup.
%
• 1% CC%
baby items
buildings
kirs1 IGHT
stand for x-Ig TV
nekt.,periled
• losallN
vintage items
Prompt dependable
(2701293,5170
ing items
decorat
83
293-27
•
51
TIME
759-11
FIRST
& more
Free estimates
Pressure Washing
293-2784
clothes & etc
OFFERED'
Gutter Cleaning
35 yrs expenence
CASH ONLY
Lakefront w/dock
Screen Repair
Anytime 753-9210
Fee Esernews
$74.900
1\1\111)1 \II
APPIJANCE REPAIR
1. AC Lake Access
I 11 RI RI III l'
SERVICE & PARTS
YARD SALE
$34.900
YARD SALE
(270) 293-8726 OR
sis/FREE Boat Sepal
759-5534
4595 Speaker
Wooded lake property
Old City Park
Chuck
,
,
%%In V% t V.1115Vrt
Tri Take 280 to
on spectacular
Saturday
crf%•41.1%,..f•
LAB Beagle mix pup- '
.
‘SP
about 8 mile
160.000 acre Kentucky
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Nlitchell Bro..
Lake' Take a lour &
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i7ar seat books yard
home 293-8731
enter drawing to win e
right
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NEF.D A
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20'
FREE
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clothes, much more
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Need to sell
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155'175
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out. The. electrical No
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0
190x15
0
123.00
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OP to help.
(all Ni eve is-ill be
SACKHOE &
courtly. $10,000
attached garage (with
melee
TRUCKING
293-0139 before 9Ptil
glad to help.
large
appliances)
7-3001
(731)24
Murray Ledger &
ROY HILL
detached garage and
(731)363-3511
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system,
Septic
New
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Times
garden shod
I Hancockewk re)
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boys baby clothes (024411 baby furnishings and toys PC
stuff & much more
Come check us out'

Full house
vintage clothes &
antiques furniture
sporting goods

Mink

.

Murray Ledger & Time*,

CLASSIFIEDS

FREE

JOE'S JOBS

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Wu,

270-753-1916

•

10 years ago
Murray State University will spend
Published is a piuurr Oi Mark abut $42,000 more than anticipatChestnut and Lee Ann Womack., ed on library materials during the
counuy singers. who presented a fiscal year, according to Dr. Ray
,oncert with about 14,000 presMofield, assistant to the president
ent at the Murray State Universi- of MSU.
ty Roy Stewart Stadium on July
Builder Third Class lames E.
5. This was a part of the Free- Rickman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
dom Feat activities.
Macon Rickman of Murray, is
Ricky Dale Shelton. 25, May- serving in DaNang. Vietnam with
field, drowned while sv.imming the Naval Mobile Construction
with his brother at Kentucky Dam Battalion.
Village State Park beach on July
The annual Boatwnght family
s.
reunion was held July 2 at the
Mary Bogard and Leta Taylor Ellis Conununity Center, Murray.
won the championship of the Mur30 years ago
ray County Club Ladies Guest
Murray City Council voted
flay Golf Tournament.
last night to accept the services
, 20 years ago
of the Department of Economic
• Published is a picture of San- Development in the zoning of the
dra Caneredy looking at the dam- city of Murray.
age to her 1982 Cadillac deVille
Second Lt. William F. Miller
after a sudden storm on July 4 was graduated from the Army's
blew a pine tree onto her car at
Anti-aircraft Artillery and Guided
her residence on Ky. 444 east of Missile School at Fort Bliss. Texas.
Isiew Concord.
Recent births reported at MurWayne Halley will retired as ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
Minister of music at First Baptist and Mrs. Odell Williams.
Church on July 5. He began his
Sarah Sykes and Max McCuisministry here in July 1977.
ton were married June 29
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were
60 years ago
Married 60 years July 2
Murray City Council enacted the
: 30 years ago
widely discussed zoning ordinance
, Calloway County's unemploy- for the city of Murray. Effective
ment took another sharp drop dur- immediately, the ordinance desiging the month of May and remains nates residence, business and indussubstantially below the state and trial districts within the city limnational average.
its.
Published is a picture of Ralph
Lakeview Community Church,
liagley of Winter Park. Fla.. who located near Pine Bluff at Loyal
presented a lecture-demonstration Farmer's Camp, is hold its dediprogram at a meeting of the Mur- cation service today with Rev John
ray Art Guild.
L. Parker of Central City as speakAnn Utidberg writes about Mex- er.
ican food recipes in her column,
S.V. Foy, farm agent for Cal"Cooking Corner."
loway County, has announced that
Bud l Morgan was honored at 60 farmers have joined the Cala dinner in celebration of his 57th loway County Artificial Breeding
birthday on June 12 at his home. Association.
Rey. Braxton B. Sawyer is serv40 years ago
• A federal grant of $37,742 plus ing as pastor of First Baptist
S5.000 in matching money from Church, Murray.

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, July 6, the
187th day of 2007. There are 178
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on July 6.
1957, Althea Gibson became the
first black tennis player to win a
Wimbledon singles title, defeating fellow American Darlene Hard
6-3, 6-2.
On this date:
In 1535. Sir Thomas More was
ejtecuted in England for treason.

In 1777. during the American
Revolution, British forces captured
Fort Ticonderoga.
In 1907, 100 years ago, artist
Frida Kahlo was born in Coyoacan. Mexico.
In 1917, during World War I,
Arab forces led by T.E. Lawrence
captured the port of Aqaba from
the Turks.
In 1923, the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics came into existence as its constitution took effect.
In 1944, 168 people died in a

SPEAKING OP TOMOMOVI, DEAR,
i•EEO FOR YCX.I TO GO CLOTNES
SNOPPING WITk ME 7'0 RCA
OUT SOME NEW

Home stylist's fading skills
color a longtime friendship
DEAR ABBY:I met my best
friend, "Chanelle,' a hairstyl-s
ist, 20 years ago when she
worked in a beauty salon and
I was a walk-in client. We hit
it off immediately. She has
been doing my hair ever since,
and I have referred clients to
her over the
years.
About 10
years ago.
Chanelle
began working full-time
in her family's business,
but
Dear Abby continued
hairstyling
on the side
By Abtgail
-- first in a
Van Buren
salon, now
from her home. Over the past
three years, I have become
increasingly unhappy with her
haircuts and color. I expressed
it to Chanelle, but she didn't
really respond. (Example: I
want red hair, but when I
asked for more red, she made
it darker and darker. Now it
looks auburn in daylight.)
I was recently out of town
and took the opportunity to
make an appointment at a wellknown salon. The stylist there
informed me that no one has
had a hairstyle like mine in
10 years. She also gave me
the color I had been trying to
get from Chanelle for the last
three years. I had her write
down the formula and gave it
to Chanelle when I got home.
I recently went for a cut

fire that broke out in the main
tent of the Ringling Brothers and
Barnum and Bailey Circus in Hartford, Conn.
In 1945, President Truman
signed an executive order establishing the Medal of Freedom.
In 1967, war erupted as Nigeria sent troops into the secessionist state of Biafra. (The Biafran
War, which lasted 2 1/2 years and
resulted in a Nigerian victory.
claimed hundreds of thousands of

and color, expecting that
Chanelle would use the formula I had given her. Instead,
she informed me that she had
thrown it away because she is
a "colorist" and can match colors on sight. Needless to say,
the color is not what I wanted. When I told her that, she
told me the lighting in her
home is different and that it
would look right outside. I
called her again from home
to say it didn't. All she said
was it would fade over time.
I made an appointment at
a salon today to get the color
I want. Obviously, I don't want
to go back to Chanelle. She
hasn't taken a class in 10 years,
and she has been shining me
on. How do I tell her without ruining our friendship?
should add that she was hypercritical of the cut I got on
my trip, which is actually the
best haircut I've had in three
years. -- BAD HAIR DECADE
DEAR
BAD
HAIR
DECADE: The question isn't
whether you are being a "bad
friend" by patronizing another
hairstylist. It's whether Chapelle
has been insensitive to you
and your needs. Tell her you
love her, but you have decided it's time to update your
look so she won't be seeing
you "professionally" for a while
-- but "how about dinner and
a movie next Friday?"
Believe me, A won't be the
first time a hairdresser (or former hairdresser) has heard it.
It goes with the territory. If she's
really your friend, she'll understand.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I don't know
what to do. My friend "Joe"
and I are in sixth grade. We
have been friends since the
beginning of this year. His
friend, "Sierra," and her friends
go to parties where everyone
drinks and smokes.
I'm really worried about
Sierra, especially because she
doesn't listen to Joe when he
asks her to stop. How can I
get her and her friends to stop
going to these parties? What
should I do? -- UPSET IN
EUGENE, ORE.
DEAR UPSET: It's clear
that Joe's friend Sierra and the
crowd she's running with have
parents who don't look out for
them. That's a shame, because
they are headed for serious trouble if they continue on the
path they're on.
It's time to face the fact
that Sierra isn't going to stop
without adult supervision. This
isn't something you or Joe can
handle by yourselves, so tell
your mother and tell a teacher
or counselor at school whom
you trust. The time has come
for the topic of alcohol abuse
to be discussed in your classroom. Underage drinking is
not harmless fun, and can have
lasting effects.

'Warehoused' patients
need proper attention
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
a friend who is 84, as I am.

She has a brain tumor and is
in a nursing rehabilitation center. When I visited her the other
day, 1 noted that her 113 bracelet
had the name a a doctor whom
I did not recognize and
was not the
doctor
she
had for at
least
decade.
I
asked
an
attendant if
her
doctor
visited, and
the answer
was no, they
don't
visit
patients
in
the center.

Dr. Gott
By
Dr. Peter Gott

Later. I asked a physician
friend the reason that physicians
no longer see their patients if
they are in a nursing home. His
answer included a phrase suggesting that such patients are
"warehoused." Is this a universal practice? It seems so unfair
that just because a patient is
now in a home where he/she
receives nursing care, the doctor no longer has any interest
in the patient.
DEAR READER: If a physician assumes the responsibility
of caring for a patient in a
skilled-nursing facility, he or she
has an obligation to visit that
patient on a regular basis. It is

inappropriate (and bad medicine) to avoid that responsibility.
I urge you to share your very
valid concerns with the administration of the rehab facility
and insist that your friend receive
the necessary hands-on care to
which she is entitled. Perhaps
her previous physician should
consider becoming involved in
an attempt to short-circuit what
appears to be "warehousing,"
which is unfair and inappropn-

ate.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy

of my Health Report "Choosing a Physician." Other readers
who would like a copy should
send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope and $2 to
Newsletter, PO Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR.GOTT:I am writing to you in hopes that you
can solve a family problem.
My mother, who is 74, uses
freezer bags and plastic bags
over and over. She stores frozen
meats such as pork, hamburger
and steaks and then washes the
bags out to use again. As if
that isn't bad enough, she dries
them upside down on her old
broom handle that is stored over
the garbage can. She also reuses
bags that she stored salads and
other foods in. While this isn't
a medical problem per se, I
think it can be a serious health

risk, especially to the older population with other ailments. 1
feel she can get food poisoning. In fact, she has had E. coli
twice in the past year. I think
this can be attributed to her
unsanitary food storage, though
it was never mentioned as a
cause.
have bought her boxes of

freezer and storage bags to use
fresh so that she wouldn't reuse
the previous bags. She still does.
She.. doesn't have to be overly
frugah-ftry-parents have enough
money to afford new bags. I
feel it is a bad, unsafe habit.
DEAR READER: Plastic
storage bags should be discarded after one use. They should
not be washed and dried repeatedly because of the possibility
of bacterial contamination. You
are correct. I share your concerns. Show your mother my
response and encourage her to
alter her practice.

I. You are declarer with the West you would make the slam on the sughand at Six Diamonds. North leads gested line of play if North held
the ace and another spade. How
somethin$ like•A1098 11 K1097
would you play the hand?
•7643•9, but you would almost
West
East
surely go down if you made the mis•Q
OK 5 4
take of prematurely discarding a
MP82
.AQ.16
heart on the king of spades at trick
OAK./ 105
•Q 9 2
two.
4AKQ64
+853
2. Alter winning the heart, you
2. You are declarer with the West must resist the temptation to immedihand at Three Notrump. North leads ately develop the diamond suit. Fear
the jack of hearts. How would you diamond tricks and four tricks in the
play the hand?
majors would not be enough. and
West
Eaat
when you attempted to score the
•A K 7
ninth trick by leading a club, the
•AK
enemy would grab the ace and cash
•A I 9 5 3
at least three hearts to put you out of
46K 7 2
+08643
business.
Instead of pursuing such a hopeless
course, you should win the heart and
I. The daager is that the opposing lead a low club at trick two. This play
clubs might be divided 4-1, in which
offers a legitimate chance for the
case if you were to discard a heart on contract. If North has the A-x or A-xthe king of spades at trick two, you
x of clubs, he must play low:.otherwould very likely finish down one.
wise, you'll breeze home with nine
The best method of play is to ruff tncks — two spades, two hearts, a
the second spade lead, draw trwnps diamond and four clubs.
and then play the A-K of clubs. If
Once you succeed in "stealing" a
both opponents follow suit, you have club trick, you can then attack diathe rest of the tricks, but if either
monds, intending to finesse if South
opponent shows out on the second follows low. Unless North turns up
club, you still have two heart finesses
with all three missing diamonds, you
to fall hack on to save the day. Thus, make the contract.
Tomorrow: A 1(X) percent solution.

ACROSS
1 Prehistoric
4 Woodwind
8 Try as a case
12 First space tab
13 Lucy Lawless
role
14 Humerus
neighbor
15 Trendy meat
16 Foment
18 Tent dweller
20 Start of a
famous boast
21 say I do
23 Toothpaste
lYPI
,
24 Lounge about
27 Winner's take
29 Tibetan oxen
33 SbIl exist
34 Rock s —
Fighters
35 Romance
36 Okra morsels
38 Watch pocket
39 Prate - Laktte
40 Force open

HERE, YOU GOT A POST
CARD FROM SOME OF 'OUR
WEIRD 6IRLFRIENI,5 AT
SOME WEIRD CAMP

42 Hindu honorific
44 Tiny hole
46 Rock tumbler
Mone
50 Gorgeous
54 Hedge shrub
55 Shepard or
Greenspan
56 Type
ofsynthesuer
57 Previously
58 Fur
59 Belly dance
instruments
60 Moms girl
DOWN
1 May it not be
an _r
2 VIP transport
3 Marching band
need
4 Water or rust
5 London's Big 6 *Up' positions
7 Absorb as
costs
B Enormously

IRUCIO MGM
CIUMEI @MOM DOM
WOMB 0000OU
=HBO ono

mum mcgo mom
memo COM BM

OM MOO WU MO
MOO GUM MOM
MOO MEM OWIAM
DOU OMB@
OMMOM BOMB@
111012 UMMO MUM
IUuI UUMM
MWA

IIIMM MINIM
ME MO= MEM
WIIMMEMINIM
ONIM
MUM
MOM 01111
Edda NAM Med
AM 1111111
MOM
MEd WM MOM
AM AM
Ad=
MINIM
AMMOIMMAill MUM
AM= AMMO d1111
MOM AIM ME

Home Delivery
3 ato.
6 Rao.---$52-50

Local Mall
3 mo.

19 Hole puncher
22 Wacky
23 Dollops
24 Gory place
to sit
25 ncan treasure
26 Took in tow
28 London tav
30 Floor
31 RV haven
32 Close relative
37 Dash
39 The — is LW
41 Legal matter
43 Durable wools
44 Faded
45 Almond-shaped
47 Votes in favor
48 Gan or
Hatcher
49 Meadow
browsers
50 Chat slangily
51 RN employer
52 Bern in a
poker pot
53 Agree silently

6 DN.---,G&W
I yr.--..$166.100
Rest of KY/TN
o..s.ftspo-mrtmutio.
3 vas. —.4711.50
6 vas...--.-0111.110
I yr.--.31.20.60
Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mao.
6am --$96.116
1 yr.—$145.10

Name

St. Address
City
State_. Zip__
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with
payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270)7531010
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'In the garden' recipes given

with paper towel to soak up
grease.
Cucumber Tomato Salad
with Splenda
— 1/2 cup rice vinegar*
— 3 tablespoons Splenda®
Spoonful'
families at
— 3 cups peeled 1/4-inch
the ball
sliced cucumbers, quarthick
have
park
t 2 medium)
(abou
tered
asked for
— 2 cups chopped tomato
50111e
(about I large) I like yellow
recipes to
and red mixture
use the
— 1/2 cup chopped red
vegTried & True fresh
onion
etables. No.
— Salt and pepper to taste
peppers— 1/4 cup minced cilantro
Recipes
I do not
Combine vinegar and
— 3 cloves garlic, minced
By Mr Morn - have recipes
Splential®. Add cucumbers,
— 1 tablespoon minced
Mark Anderson for weeds.
o and onion. Season to
tomat
ram
marjo
fresh
a
get
If you
salt and pepper; mix
with
taste
salt
on
teaspo
— I
chance, go to the Luther F.
erate, covered, at
Refrig
well.
— 1/3 cup cider vinegar
('.0-son Four Rivers ('enter on
30 minutes before serving.
least
juice
lime
poons
tables
2
—
July 20, 2(X)7 to see Mr. MOM
Butternut Squash Au
Combine all ingredients in a
compete in Men Who Cook
Gratin
e
mixtur
Bring
ot.
saucep
large
Luau & Action to help
— 2 lbs. butternut squash
to a boil. Reduce heat and simPurchase Area Sexual Assault
I medium. onion, finely
—
mer 10 minutes. You can or
Center. For more information
chopped (about I c.)
use
future
for
this
freeze
call 270-534-4422.
— 1/2 tsp. salt
Corn and Cabbage special
'abbage Beef Soup
— 1/4 tsp. pepper
con)
of
ears
dozen
2
—
2 pounds heel chuck
— 2 tbsp. butter, melted
ge
cabba
head
— 1/2
roast
2 large eggs
—
es
tomato
—2 quarts green
I tablespoon oil
— 3/4 c. heavy cream or I
peeled
s,
carrot
—6
- 4 quans water
percent milk
—6 small onions, peeled
— I (16-ounce)can whole
— 3/4 c. finely shredded
bers
cucum
2
—
tomatoes
cheese
Swiss
,
pepper
bell
green
I
—
- I (h-ounce) can tomato
Peel outer skin of squash
seeded
paste
with peeler or knife. Discard
— I cup celery
14 cups coarsely chopped
Halve squash lengthwise
skin.
r
vinega
— 2 quails
cabbage
into thin slices. Place
cut
and
— 2 cups sugar
• 1 cup chopped onion
bowl with onion, salt.
in
slices
salt
cup
1/2
—
I 1/2 cups sliced carrots
melted butter. Toss
and
d
pepper
mustar
— 1t2 teaspoon dry
2 beef bouillon cubes
Spoon mixture into butwell.
nc
turme
on
teaspo
1/2
—
- 2 tablespoons sugar
tered 9-inch baking dish. Bake.
— 1/8 teaspoon cayenne
2 teaspoons Ball 100 perd. at 375 degrees for 30
covere
Cut corn from the cars.
cent Natural Canning and
s.
minute
cares.
tomato
ge,
cabba
Force
Pickling Salt
Meanwhile, beat eggs. milk
bers, and
cucum
,
onions
rots.
pepper
on
teaspo
-- 1/4
and cheese. Remove cover from
peppers through a food chopBrown meat in oil, in a large
baking dish and pour cheese
and
bles
vegeta
all
ne
per. Combi
saucepot. Add water arid hnng
mixture evenly over squash.
half the vinegar. Combine
to a hod, reduce heat and simuntil golden brown. about
Bake
includ
ients,
ingred
ing
remain
mer until meat is tender, about
s.
minute
20
bles,
vegeta
ing vinegar. Add to
hours. Remove Meal and set
Cucumber Soup
simand
point
g
boilin
to
heat
aside. Skim fat from broth.
-- 1 c. milk
mer for 40 minutes. Great for
Dram tomatoes. reserving liq— 1 medium cucumber.
ng.
freezi
or
g
cannin
uid Chop tomatoes into 112peeled, seeded and diced
Vegetable French Fried
inch pieces. Combine reserved
— 2 cans condensed cream
Ratter
liquid from tomatoes with
of potato soup
flour
c.
1112
—
tomato paste. Add chopped
— 1/2 tsp. salt
— 1/2 tsp. salt
It matoes. Stir tomato mixture
— 1/8 tsp. pepper
r
powde
baking
tsp.
11/2
—
ingrelimp broth. add remaining
1 c. heavy cream
-- 2 eggs
,lients. except Meal. Sillimilef
- Chopped chives
milk
c.
1/4
1
—
into
soup I hour Cut meat
Pour milk and cucumber in
— 1/4 c. vegetable oil
small pieces and add to soup.
r. Blend until cucumber
blende
lower.
— Onions, caulif
s,„"incr 11 minutes.
is finely minced. Add I can of
yelstrips,
carrot
ooms,
mushr
Benedictine
soup, blend. Pour out half of
low squash. etc..
2 packages ()I or each
mixture into bowl. Blend other
Blend in a bowl and set
,leatii cheese
of soup with remaining
can
tsp.
1/2
flour,
c.
1/2
I
aside:
1f4 c mayonnaise
e in blender. Combine in
mixtur
powsalt and 1 112 tsp. baking
2 to ; drops liquid red
other ingredients.
with
bowl
der. Mix together: 2 eggs. 1
pepper seasoning
. Chill thoroughly.
chives
except
vegc.
1/4
and
1/4 c. milk
1 medium-sired cucumwith chopped
d
chille
Serve
etable oil Beat until smooth
ber
green onions or chives.
e
mixtur
flour
with
small onion. finely
Well as my daughter said
Slice vegetables and dry.
Chopped
a keeper' And enjoy the
•that's
Fry
flour
with
bles
vegeta
Coat
; to 4 drops green food
now that we finally got
r
summe
until
s
degree
375
vegetables at
oloring
Remember if you
rain.
some
golden brown Grease should
Remose hall of skin from
a recipe or have one to
need
Just
pan.
in
deep
inch
1
only
he
Lin:umber and chop finely.
share e-mail us at numommurenough to float food When
Drain in colander to remove
ray(trbellsouth.net or write Mr.
s.
dip
degree
175
hot.
is
grease
liquid. Chop onion. Soften
MOM at Murray Ledger &
batter
fritter
into
bles
dry vegeta
cream cheese in microwave for
limei. Happy Fourth of July
until
and let excess drip off. Fry
20 seconds Beat cream cheese
Arnenca,
e
and
Remov
brown
golden
intl niayiiiittalse until creamy.
is piled
that
plate
a
on
place
pepper
red
liquid
in
heat
!hen

Well how sweet summer
time is for fresh vegetables. My
'amity grows a large garden
and this
year we are
caruung. So

Horoscope

and food coloring. Mix in
cucumber and onion. Chill and
serve on bread Of crackers.
Fiesta Melo Salsa
— 7 cups chopped, seeded.
peeled and cored tomatoes
— 2 cups chopped, - ie 1
and peeled cucumbers
— 2 cups chopped and seeded banana peppers
— 1 cup sliced green onion
— 1/2 cup chopped, peeled
and roasted Anaheim peppers
— 1/2 cup chopped jalapeno

excess

Photo provided
d by Jo
heade
rs
Smoke
ain
Mount
ey
l team of Smok
Pictured above is the first place overal
Special
nal
Regio
an, nght, facilities manager at the
Amore from Sevierville, Tenn. Jason Pittm
e."
Squar
the
on
alin'
organizing this year's "Sque
Events Center, was heavily involved in

`Squealin' on the Square'
returns for its third year
Twenty-nine BBQ cooking
teams competed in this year's
"Squealin'on the Square." sponsored by the Murray Tourism
Commission.
The event, which is in its
third year, was sanctioned by the
Kansas City Barbeque Society
and featured teams from all
parts of the country. The teams
competed in four different categories: chicken, pork ribs,
pulled pork and brisket. There
were also awards given to the
overall winners. The chteria for
judging were flavor, tenderness,
appearance and overall impres-

Iv latinline Blow

7, Let your mind wander
NAM 1411t1 1l1/A1 for Saturday, July
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
2007:
**Sr** Work with individuals doting on one speYou make a \II t crent.c. this year. even when lacing cial person Your perspectrve could vary as a result
Consider
ditlik obit-. Not everyone sees the toll that respon
of feedback and better understanding
t
sibility takes on you or how you respond to has mg your options but make no fast decisions Tonigh
know
they
e
believ
le
possib
people
II
Otten
groups
line
the
Avoid
In toe
you when they really don't Though you have UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
romp, you might want to pull
energy. you might not always be interested in who *a** Let others
get strong insight into othYou
less
do
and
single.
arc
back
you
If
path.
your
and what heads down
might like what you pick
You
g
judgin
not
when
or
work
ers
SOU OUld meet someone through your
imagination to a spemore
Add
ing
observ
just
up
ol -to-day trasels This person will want to relate cial relationship Tonight Decode which invitation
onship you
lin a deep level The type of relati
you would like to honor
choose is your call If you are attached. you need SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
It' make special iline to be with just your sweetie a a a Get some exercise, clear out a propect
ction
it you %aloe your bond ARIES can be challeng- Hanging out brings a definite sense of satisfa
are
you
idea,
every
have
not
might
you
Though
ing
ghly
unusually innovative Check out a diet thorou
Have: 5- before deciding it is for you Tonight Find a favonte
rise Stars Show the kind of Day
o: 1 - spot
2-So-s
e.
;
Averag
l)y namiL . 1 Posiov e.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-13ec. 21)
1>itficult
in your
***a* If you don't know what to do trust
you
from
stem
ideas
ic
dynam
l,
ingenuity Unusua
ARIES (March 21-4(11 19)
lf with music or go by water Add
yourse
nd
Surrou
tment
commi
Your
e
in a
•••• You might be positiv
to a special relationship or make the first call
tested to the highest level
and games
Fun
t
Tonigh
10 Wing ullibeal will be
on
situati
t
difficul
Others might gel under your skin Fnends inspire CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
the rainyou to go after the pot of gold at the end of
inside As a result
knock •** You might keep a lot
bow Swap ideas Tonight Whatever would
imes you react more strongly than necessomet
involving
your socks oft
sary You might want to rethink a decision
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
yourself permisGive
home
your
and
family
funds,
with
a a Take your time before getting too involved
sion to change directions Tonight You don't need
bill
plans A lazy time at home lust might At the
to to go far
Don t push someone This person has to come
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fab. 15)
good
8
with
up
Curt
his or her own conclusion
Though you might be tired and pushing hard,
**a
ent
excell
book A trusted friend might have some
presence and thoughts inspire others
sheer
your
ideas Tonight Take this time for yourself
to share some imaginative ideas. Don't
willing
Be
with
OMNI(iley 21-June 20)
feel a need to do anything Just hang out
••*•• Aim Io be with friends Plans might Mends and those around you Tonight. Envoy
do
you
ver
Whate
sport
involve a group activity Of
Don't where you are
seems lo work except regardsng finances
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
make any money decisions right now Act inspired
a•a Investigate before you spend You also
is
music
Where
t
Tonigh
ing
F eel inspired
might discover that you would rather do someth
g
bathin
e
favorit
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
a
to
go
or
p
ditytn
a
else, like take
•ace You might attempt to do something very spot on the ocean, lake or river Indulge yourself
e
involv
,liffereney Fronds might have ideas that
before you leap
you for a change Tonight Think
vou taking on even more responsibibty Do wdl
went Mat/ Stand up for yourself and others
BORN TODAY
'aspect you more Tonight A must kOPAttrancs
94110) designer Pierre
Drummer Ringo Starr
Summer (1969)
LEO (Jun/ 23-Aug. 22)
Cree
s
actres
)
(1922
Cardin
h
CC••• GrviSit a shot and see a situation throug
now eyes Will a different amtude arid a better Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet at
ehend
lens* of direction you iv* be able to compr
hftpi/www.facqueHneblgar.com.
ess
anothers behavior and gain a greater closen
2007 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
(c)
t
Tonigh
Creativity emerges even if pust sharing

sion.
The first place overall winner
was Smokey Mountain Smokers
headed by Jo Amore from
Sevierville, Tenn. Big Daddy Q
from Okeechobee, Fla. came in
second and J Mack Cookers
from Bardwell, came in third.
Big Daddy Q took first place
the chicken and brisket
both
in
categories. Smokey Mountain
Smokers won the pulled pork
category and Redneck Grillers
won first prize in the pork ribs
category.
Jason Pittman, facilities manager at the Regional Special

Events Center, was heavily
involved in organizing this
year's "Squealin' on the
Square." "This competition has
grown into a part of Freedom
Fest that the community and
participants truly enjoy," stated
Pittman. "We look forward to
the continued growth of
"Squealin' on the Square" and
are already excited about next
year."
For more information about
this event or any other Freedom
Fest event call 270.759.2199 or
visit www.tourmurrray.com.

welcome
Dr. Matthew Price
r
The physicians and staff of Primary Care Medical Cente
hew Price will be
are proud to announce that Dr. Matt
ice in
opening his new Obstetrics and Gynecology pract
July 23, 2007.
association with their group beginning
highly
and
ed
Dr. Price comes both highly train
recommended from the University Of Louisville
Department Of Ob-Gyn where he did his residency
Dr. Price will be offering you the latest in
Obstetrics and Gynecology in an office with
the reputation of providing modern, up to
date care His office will be temporarily
located in Suite 480 West of the Medical
Arts Building until our move in October into
one of the most technologically advanced
offices in America The new facility is
located at 1000 South 12th Street at the
corner of 12th Street and Glendale.
Please loin us in welcoming Matt, his
wife Monica, and their two children
Kamden & Kaitlyn back to Calloway County
Appointments can be made by calling
(270)759-9200.

Primary
CareL CENTER
MEDICA

Monday - Friday
8am - 8pm
Saturday:
8am - 6pm
Sunday:
1 - 6pm

Acco

tints... Always,
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• bile '001 \Is ,//, o,‘
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MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING, MURRAY • 270.759.9200

